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This research examined the performance of three 

parametric methods for confidence intervals: the classical, 

the Bonferroni, and the bootstrap-t method, as applied to 

estimating the mean of voucher populations in accounting. 

Usually auditing populations do not follow standard models. 

The population for accounting audits generally is a 

nonstandard mixture distribution in which the audit data set 

contains a large number of zero values and a comparatively 

small number of nonzero errors. 

This study assumed a situation in which only 

overstatement errors exist. The nonzero errors were assumed 

to be normally, exponentially, and uniformly distributed. 

Five indicators of performance were used. 

The classical method was found to be unreliable. The 

Bonferroni method was conservative for all population 

conditions. The bootstrap-t method was excellent in terms 

of reliability, but the lower limit of the confidence 

intervals produced by this method was unstable for all 

population conditions. The classical method provided the 



shortest average width of the confidence intervals among the 

three methods. 

This study provided initial evidence as to how the 

parametric bootstrap-t method performs when applied to the 

nonstandard distribution of audit populations of line items. 

Further research should provide a reliable confidence 

interval for a wider variety of accounting populations. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The application of statistical sampling to auditing 

operations is a popular tool. The independent auditor is 

frequently called on to verify the reasonable accuracy of 

amounts presented to him/her for review. In carrying out 

this function, a one hundred percent review of the data 

becomes clearly impractical. The auditor therefore relies 

on sampling to estimate the total error amount of audit 

populations. When an auditor investigates a sample of 

accounts, a value of zero is recorded for the error if there 

is no audit difference between the book amount and the 

audited amount. Otherwise, a nonzero error is recorded to 

represent the excess of the book amount. Although the 

errors may be negative, they are usually found to be 

positive. For simplicity, the error amounts are assumed to 

be positive for this study. 

Usually the distributions of errors in audit 

populations do not follow standard models. Previous 

research indicates that a large proportion of the population 

of accounting audit data is concentrated at a zero point and 

the error amount distributions are frequently highly 

positively skewed (Johnson, et al., 1981). Such populations 

of audit data are an example of special nonstandard mixtures 
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that mix discrete and continuous distributions. Much 

research is concerned with the lack of appropriate 

statistical methodology for the nonstandard mixture 

situation (Chan, 1988). Many previous researchers have 

reported new and improved methods for determining confidence 

intervals for the population mean or total error. 

Kvanli, et al. (1982, 1985, 1986/1987) discussed 

confidence intervals for audit data. They used a parametric 

mixture approach to estimate the mean dollar value of a 

nonstandard mixture population. The results of simulation 

tests studied by Kvanli, et al. (1982) indicate that both 

the classical standard statistical methodology and an 

adjusted standard statistical procedure (Johnson, 1978) 

provide unreliable confidence intervals. 

A population of errors in audit data consists of two 

subpopulations as follows: 

population I: zero value with probability 1-p 

population II: nonzero value with probability p 

The error rate, p, refers to the proportion of accounts that 

are in error. According to Behboodian (1972), the mean of 

such a population of errors will be (l-p)*(mean of 

population I) + p*(mean of population II). The mean of 

population I is zero, so the mean of the total combined 

population is p*(mean of the nonzero population). The 

mixture approach to deriving confidence intervals for the 

mean error in the population is to estimate the error rate p 



as well as the mean of the nonzero errors. Two unknown 

parameters, the mean of population II and the error rate, 

exist in this model. Simultaneous confidence intervals for 

these two parameters can be constructed using an approach 

based on the Bonferroni inequality. 

Recently, a computer-intensive method, the bootstrap 

(Efron, 1979, 1981, 1982), has been proposed and widely 

viewed as a tool that can be used to set confidence 

intervals for complex situations. The bootstrap has been 

adapted for audit sampling by Tamura and Frost (1986) and 

Biddle, et al. (1990). 

The purpose of this research was to compare the 

performance of the confidence intervals produced by three 

parametric methods: the classical, the Bonferroni, and one 

particular version of the bootstrap called the bootstrap-t 

method. A computer simulation was employed to test the 

performances of the confidence intervals for a variety of 

sample sizes and error rates. 

Importance of Research 

Auditing is an essential activity for making correct 

decisions in a society with advanced capital markets. Such 

decisions affect the welfare of all citizens (Pyke, 1988). 

The auditor collects data that are useful for verification 

from several sources and by different means. It is evident 



that the acquisition of reliable audit information at low 

cost is essential to economical and efficient auditing. 

Although this study is related to a nonstandard 

distribution that arises in accounting audit data, this type 

of mixture situation (the zeros and the nonzeros) can be 

applied to many other disciplines. Similar nonstandard 

mixture data typically occur in rainfall measurement. Pyke 

(1988) illustrates three general areas of application: 

accounting, medicine, and engineering. Whenever the value 

zero is a possible measurement, this type of nonstandard 

mixture approach can be applied. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Characteristics of the Population 

Let Xt and Yt denote the book amount and the audited 

amount respectively for the i-th line item of an account. 

The error amount of the i-th item is defined to be 

D, = Y±- X±. 

When Dt > 0, it is called an overstatement error and, when 

Dj < 0, an understatement error. 

A number of authors have reported and analyzed 

empirical evidence on the characteristics of accounting 

populations. Johnson, et al. (1981) examined the 

distributions of the error amounts for fifty-five accounts 

receivable and twenty-six inventory audits. They showed 

that the error amount distributions for these two population 

types are far from normally distributed. The distributions 

are frequently highly positively skewed with concentrations 

in a comparatively small portion of the entire range 

(Johnson, et al., 1981). The error amount distribution for 

a typical accounts receivable population in their study had 

a mass of ninety-eight percent at zero. On the other hand, 

the error amount distribution for a typical inventory audit 

had a mass of eighty-five percent at the origin (Johnson, et 



al., 1981). They also found that although both account 

categories are essentially different, overstatement errors 

were more frequent and understatement errors were scarce. 

The focus of this study is on the distributions of 

overstatement errors. 

Similar conclusions were reported by Ham, et al. (1985) 

and Kreutzfeldt and Wallace (1986). Populations may have 

overstatement errors only, understatement errors only, or 

both, with overstatement errors being more frequent, 

especially for accounts receivable (Ham, et al., 1985; 

Kreutzfeldt and Wallace, 1986). The error amounts for 

receivables are likely to be overstated and their 

distribution positively skewed. Errors for inventory audits 

include both overstatements and understatements with about 

equal frequency (Ham, et al., 1985). Again, the shape of 

the distributions of the error amounts is not normally 

distributed (Ham, et al., 1985). 

Sampling Methods 

There are two main methods of auditing a population, 

voucher sampling and dollar unit sampling (DUS). Voucher 

sampling (line item sampling) means that the sampling units 

consist of vouchers randomly selected from the population. 

If there is no error in a voucher, a zero is recorded, and 

if an error is found, the actual error amount is recorded. 



Voucher sampling is easy to perform and provides sampling 

information at a smaller cost. 

Anderson (1973) introduced an efficient sampling design 

for statistical auditing: dollar unit sampling. DUS differs 

from voucher sampling by defining the sampling units as the 

individual dollars in the population rather than using the 

physical items. A dollar unit taint is the proportionate 

error in a dollar and is defined as the error amount divided 

by the book value of the line item. If a selected dollar 

unit falls in the i-th item, the tainting of the item is 

recorded. Typically, every dollar unit observation receives 

the tainting that the unit falls in. One of the advantages 

of dollar unit sampling is that the method tends to include 

large book value items in the sample. While each dollar 

unit in DUS has the same chance of being chosen, the 

probability of selection of the physical unit is 

proportional to the dollar size of the unit. The 

disadvantage of DUS is that selection of the sample on a 

manual basis is awkward (Arkin, 1982). In the process, the 

book amounts of the N items have to be successively 

cumulated to total dollars for one to randomly choose n 

dollar units from a large population. This may be difficult 

unless the data are computerized (Arkin, 1982). 

Arkin (1982) also indicated that "the method cannot be 

used unless individual and total book values are available". 
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In the empirical study reported by Johnson, et al. (1981) 

and Neter, et al. (1985), one hundred percent overstatement 

errors were frequently present. With DUS, this means 

another spike at one. A third component of the error, a one 

hundred percent error, may make it difficult to determine an 

appropriate probability distribution. 

Methods for Confidence Intervals 

Various methods for computing confidence intervals for 

the mean of errors in audited accounts have been suggested. 

Many previous researchers utilize DUS and assume that all 

errors are overstatements with the maximum size of the error 

amount equal to the book amount. 

The Stringer bound which was introduced by Stringer 

(1963), has no distributional assumption, hence the 

confidence bound is derived using a nonparametric procedure. 

The Stringer bound has gained wide acceptance in practice 

(Grimlund and Schroeder, 1988). It has proven to be simple 

to employ because the required calculations are relatively 

easy and statistical tables are readily available. 

Extensive simulation studies by Reneau (1978), Leitch, et 

al. (1982), Plante (1985), and Felix (1990) have shown that 

the actual confidence level achieved by the Stringer bound 

always tends to not be very tight. The Stringer bound 

always provides a confidence level at least as large as the 

nominal level for overstatement errors. Taruma and Frost 



(1986) indicate that the Stringer bound is not statistically-

efficient, particularly when the population contains a 

relatively low frequency of error. 

The multinomial bound has been developed by Fienberg, 

et al. (1977). It is also a nonparametric bound based on 

the multinomial distribution. Several studies of this bound 

have been conducted by Reneau (1978), Leitch, et al. (1982) 

and Plante, et al. (1985). It was found that the 

multinomial bound for either overstatement or understatement 

errors tends to be substantially tighter than the Stringer 

bound (Plante, et al., 1985). The major disadvantage 

associated with the multinomial bound is the computational 

complexity (Leitch, et al., 1982). Leitch proposed to 

cluster the observations for improving the computational 

efficiency of the multinomial bound for many errors. 

A parametric Bayesian model for line item sampling was 

initially proposed by Felix and Grimlund (1977). Their 

study discusses an alternative statistical sampling model 

which avoids some of the assumptions of conventional 

methods. It is a Bayesian approach in which the book value 

and audit value are analytically combined with the auditor's 

prior judgments. Felix and Grimlund (1977) derived a single 

combined beta-normal probability distribution for total 

errors in an account balance. Felix and Grimlund's model 

has been applied in the presence of both overstatement and 

understatement errors using DUS by Menzefricke and 
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Smieliauskas (1984). In the Menzefricke and Smieliauskas 

simulation study, Felix and Grimlund's normal error model 

appears to demonstrate the best performance in the presence 

of understatement errors. 

Cox and Snell (1979) proposed a Bayesian estimation 

model in a manner similar to the Grimlund and Felix model. 

Their approach is also parametric and assumes that the error 

values are positive. Specifically, they consider the case 

where the number of errors has a Poisson distribution and 

the proportional error density is exponential. Godfrey and 

Neter (1984) and Neter and Godfrey (1985) investigated the 

sensitivity of the Cox-Snell bound to its parametric 

assumptions. Godfrey and Neter found that the Cox-Snell 

bound is sensitive to changes in prior parameter values but 

the bound is tighter than the Stringer bound. 

Tsui, et al. (1985) proposed the multinomial Dirichlet 

model, a nonparametric Bayesian model, to incorporate the 

auditor's prior prediction of the unknown p. The Dirichlet 

prior distribution model is based on a multinomial 

distribution model within the DUS framework. Although the 

Tsui, et al. (1985) procedures were designed for situations 

with only overstatement errors, Grimlund and Felix (1987) 

and Matsumura, et al. (1990) tested the applicability of 

this model to generate confidence intervals for situations 

in which both understatement and overstatement errors are 

possible. Matsumura, et al. found that such confidence 
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intervals provide coverage that is usually close to or 

greater than the nominal levels in repeated sampling. 

Tamura (1988) proposed a nonparametric Bayesian model 

using Ferguson's Dirichlet process to specify the prediction 

of the conditional distribution of the errors. He 

hypothesized that the auditor cannot predict the exact form 

of the error distribution, but is able to describe the 

expected distribution. Tamura criticized the parametric 

Bayesian model since it could be cumbersome to specify a 

prior distribution and therefore this approach would be 

relatively sensitive to model misspecification. His 

procedures allow the auditor to specify a wide range of 

prior prediction. Simulation studies by Dworin and Grimlund 

(1986) , Smieliauskas (1986), Grimlund and Felix (1987), 

Matsumura, et al. (1990), and Felix, et al. (1990) have been 

conducted to compare performances of Bayesian bounds with 

other methods. 

Kvanli, et al. (1982) and Kvanli and Foster (1985) 

proposed a parametric procedure when dealing with severely 

skewed audit data. By assuming a distribution for nonzero 

errors, they derived two-sided confidence intervals for the 

mean and total overstatement error. They suggest that two 

methods based on the Central Limit Theorem and adjustments 

for skewness introduced by Johnson (1978) provide unreliable 

confidence intervals for accounting audit data unless the 

sample size and the error rate are extremely large. They 
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suggest that the mixture approach offers the auditor an 

alternative for deriving more accurate confidence intervals. 

Similar conclusions are published by Kvanli and Foster 

(1986/1987). Their studies are based on cases in which the 

error rate is known, a situation which is unrealistic in 

practice. They suggest that additional research should be 

developed using the parametric mixture approach when the 

error rate is not assumed to be known. 

Recently, a computer-intensive method, the bootstrap 

method (Efron, 1979, 1981, 1982) has been proposed and 

widely viewed as a tool that can be used to set confidence 

intervals for complex situations. Bootstrapping involves 

resampling with replacement from a sample and avoids meeting 

complex analytics and questionable distributional 

assumptions in the traditional sampling approaches (Biddle, 

et al., 1990). The bootstrap is a computer based method, 

which substitutes a large amount of computation in place of 

theoretical analysis. In this era of exponentially 

declining computational costs, the bootstrap method can be a 

very effective tool (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986). Since 

Efron's first study of 1979, numerous methods of the 

bootstrap bound have been proposed. Commonly used 

procedures are the following: 

1. a percentile method (Efron, 1979) 

2. a reflected method (Efron, 1979) 

3. a bias-corrected method (Efron, 1981) 
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4. a bootstrap-t method (Efron,1981) 

5. an accelerated bias-corrected method (Efron, 1987) 

Each method can be used in either parametric or 

nonparametric contexts (Hall, 1988). Hall (1988) suggests 

that the bootstrap-t and accelerated bias correction 

procedures are the most promising of the existing methods 

because other methods are shown to lead to serious errors in 

coverage. 

Bootstrap methods have recently been adapted to audit 

sampling. Tamura and Frost (1986) provide initial evidence 

on the performance of the parametric bootstrap percentile 

method. They assumed that all errors are overstatements 

when using dollar unit sampling. They compared the 

bootstrap bound with the Stringer bound and classical bound 

with low error rate settings. They found that both the 

bootstrap and the Stringer bound were equally conservative 

at error rates lower than 5 percent, but the bootstrap began 

providing reliable coverage as the error rate increased. 

Biddle, et al. (1990) examined the performance of the 

nonparametric bootstrap reflected and percentile methods 

when using difference and ratio estimation. They employed 

simple random sampling of line items from four populations 

constructed by Neter and Loebbecke (1975) and compared 

reliability and efficiency produced by the percentile and 

reflected bootstrap methods with the classical method. They 

demonstrated that bootstrap versions of the difference and 
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ratio estimators are unreliable in the small sample 

situations encountered in auditing because computer 

intensive methods are sensitive to the representativeness of 

the sample data. They also suggest that the percentile 

bootstrap is best suited for positively skewed populations 

while the reflected bootstrap is best suited for negatively 

skewed populations. 

In summary, various methods have been suggested to 

overcome the difficulties encountered with mixture 

distributions in auditing. The methods for confidence 

bounds can be classified into two categories, non-Bayesian 

and Bayesian. Non-Bayesian bounds include the Stringer 

bound, the multinomial bound, and the parametric 

distributional bounds suggested by Kvanli, et al. A 

Bayesian bound is one which allows the auditor to 

incorporate non-sample as well as sample information in the 

bound calculations. Recently, the bootstrap methods have 

been applied to audit and accounting sampling. They are 

simple to apply and have the potential to become useful 

tools for auditors in a variety of audit situations. 

Each method has strengths and weaknesses when deriving 

confidence bounds for a specific audit population. The 

multinomial bound can be adapted to situations in which the 

populations have both overstatement and understatement 

errors, but this method is not a good procedure for samples 

containing only overstatement errors. To get more of an 
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accurate bound, auditors should require detailed information 

about the characteristics of the errors in the audited 

population. 



CHAPTER III 

TESTED METHODS 

General Overview 

This research followed an analytical methodology using 

mathematical models and simulations. Three parametric 

methods for confidence intervals were investigated: the 

classical method, the Bonferroni method, and the bootstrap-t 

method. This study assumed a situation in which only 

overstatement errors existed. Two-sided ninety five percent 

confidence intervals based on voucher sampling methods were 

examined. 

Whereas government auditors are usually interested in a 

lower limit, independent public accountants often focus on 

obtaining a statistical upper limit. Consequently, 

statistical inference procedures affect both groups of 

auditors and two-sided confidence intervals may be of use to 

both groups. It is also easy to generalize two-sided 

confidence intervals to other areas of application. 

Nonzero errors were assumed to follow three continuous 

distributions: normal, exponential, or uniform. Very large 

audits can be conveniently approximated by a continuous 

probability model, and so use of a continuous distribution 

to model an accounting population can be easily justified. 

16 
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The Classical Method 

It is assumed from the Central Limit Theorem that the 

sampling distribution of the sample mean follows a normal, 

or nearly normal, distribution. Confidence intervals for 

the mean error were computed based upon this assumption. 

The usual two sided confidence interval for a population 

mean is: 

(1 ± 0pZ(1_a/2) 

where z{Ual2) is the (l-a/2) 100th percentile of the standard 

normal distribution, and a* is the estimated standard error 

of ju. Empirical research indicates that the assumption 

regarding normality may not be justified in auditing 

populations unless the sample size is extremely large 

(Kvanli and Foster, 1985). 

The Bonferroni Method 

Assume a situation where a population consists of two 

subpopulations. Then the probability density function (pdf) 

for this population is 

fix) = (1 -p)*f1(x) + p*f2(x) 

where p is the probability that x is from the second 

population and f, (x) and f2(x) are the pdf's for the two 

subpopulations. For the auditing situation, f^ix) is a 

spike at zero and f2 (x) is the pdf of the nonzero errors. 
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The mean of the combined population (juT) is 

VT = P*H 

where p is the mean of the error subpopulation. Two 

unknown parameters, the mean of the nonzero errors (ju) and 

the error rate (p), exist in this model. 

Consider the case of simultaneously estimating two 

parameters and let At denote the event that the (l-a;/2)100 

percent confidence interval for the first parameter does not 

contain the first mean. Similarly, let Aj denote the event 

that the (l-a/2)100 percent confidence interval for the 

second parameter does not contain the second mean. We know 

that 

p{Ax) = -|, p(A2) = 

By the additive rule of probability, 

p(A1UA2) = p(Ax) + p(A2) -p(AiriA2) 

hence 

1 - p(Ax U A2) = 1 - p(Ax) - p(A2) + p(Ax fl A2) 

= p(Ax U A2) = p(A± n A2) 

Now, p(A1C\A2) is the probability that both confidence 

intervals are correct. Also, 

p(Jx ni2) = i - pu x) - P(A2) + P(A1 n A2) 

Since 
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P(A1 n A2) 

the Bonferroni inequality is obtained: 

p(A± ni"2) il - p{Ax) - p(A2) 

As a result, 

p(Jx nl2) * i - - | - - | = i - a 

The Bonferroni inequality provides a joint confidence 

interval for the two unknown parameters having at least 

(l-a)100 percent confidence. Using the Bonferroni approach 

for a 95 percent joint confidence interval, the mean of the 

nonzero errors and the error rate were separately estimated 

using 97.5 percent confidence intervals. Then, the product 

of the two corresponding lower limits provided a 

conservative 95 percent lower limit for the product of the 

two parameters. The product of two upper limits provided a 

conservative upper limit for the product of the two 

parameters. 

Confidence Intervals for a Population Proportion 

The point estimate for the parameter (p) of a binomial 

distribution using the number of successes (k) in a sample 

of size, n is: 

The corresponding binomial probability mass function is 
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f(x) = | px( 1 - p)n_x, for x = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n. 

The (1-&)100 percent lower confidence limit (pL) for p can 

be determined by finding the value of p for which 

£(^p*(l -p)a~* = | (1) 
x=k \ Xl z 

and the upper limit (pv) is the value of p for which 

k 

E(£)f>*(l -P)""'= -§. (2) 

For small values of n, both equations may be solved 

iteratively for the roots pL and pv, but this computation 

rapidly becomes tedious with increasing n. A simpler method 

of solution is provided by the incomplete beta function. 

The beta probability density function is 

fix) = (« + P ~ 1) 1 xa-l(i _ p-i n <y. <• -i { ' (a - 1) ! (P - 1) ! U ' ' ° X 1 

and the cumulative distribution function is 

Fix) = (oc + P ~ 1) ! fxta~1(l - t) 
1 ' (a - 1) ! (p - 1) ! Jo ( ' 

It follows that the partial binomial sums are given by 

evaluating F(x;a,/3) . Equation (1) may be written as 

£ ("\p*(l - p)n'x = F(p; k, n - k + 1) = 4 

x-k \ xl 2 
and pL is the value of p satisfying this equation. Equation 
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(2) may be written as 

T (V(1 - p)a~* = 1 - F(p; k + 1, n - k) = -f 
x=o \ xl 

and is the value of p satisfying this equation. The 

incomplete beta function was evaluated using a FORTRAN 

subroutine, BETIN, from the International Mathematical and 

Statistical Library (IMSL) (User's Manual IMSL Stat/Library, 

1989) . 

Confidence Intervals for the Mean of a Normal Population 

When nonzero errors are assumed to be normally 

distributed with unknown standard deviations, the Student-t 

distribution provides a (l-a)lOO percent confidence interval 

for /x: 

9- j, P + — j 

where s is the sample standard deviation, and t^n-i denotes 

the t value with n-1 degrees of freedom and a right-tail 

area of a/2. Values of the t-distribution were evaluated 

using an IMSL FORTRAN subroutine, TIN (User's Manual IMSL 

Stat/Library, 1989). 

Confidence Intervals for the Mean of an Exponential 

Population 

An exact confidence interval for the mean of an 

exponential distribution is provided by the chi-square 
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cumulative distribution function. A two-sided (l-a)lOO 

percent confidence interval for ju is given by 

2 n p/x2( 1 - <*/2; 2 n) , 2 n (i/x2 (a/2; 2 n) 

where x2(6; 2n) is the 1006th chi-square percentile with 2n 

degrees of freedom (Nelson, 1982). The cumulative chi-

square distribution function was also evaluated using an 

IMSL FORTRAN subroutine, CHUN (User's Manual IMSL 

Stat/Library, 1989). 

Confidence Intervals for the Mean of a Uniform Population 

As a result of surveying the literature, it was 

determined that the concept of a confidence interval for the 

mean of a uniform distribution is not well documented. A 

uniform distribution is defined by specifying two 

parameters, a minimum and a maximum value. One possible 

approach to deriving confidence intervals for the mean is to 

derive confidence intervals for the maximum value. 

Consider a uniform distribution on the interval from a 

to b. The mean of a uniform distribution is 

a + b 
u = — . 
^ 2 

This study assumes a situation in which all errors are 

positive with a minimum value equal to zero. The mean of 

the uniform distribution then becomes 
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u = 0 + b = *. 
H 2 2 

Using the above relationship between the mean and the 

maximum value of a uniform distribution, confidence 

intervals for a maximum value can be applied to confidence 

intervals for the mean of a uniform distribution. A 1-a 

level confidence interval for the maximum value of a uniform 

distribution is given by 

M n , a n M n ) (see APPENDIX A) 

where is the sample maximum value. A l-ce level 

confidence interval for the mean of a uniform distribution 

can then be written as 

"
 Mn 

2 ' 2 

Bootstrap Methods 

The classical approach to forming an approximate 

(1-a)100 percent confidence interval for a parameter, ja, is 

£ ± 6fiz(i-«/2) 

where £ is an estimator for n, z(Ual2) is the (l-a/2)100 

percentile point of a standard normal distribution, and a-

is the estimated standard error of p.. When the population 

distribution is not normal, the confidence interval can be 

Quite inaccurate (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986). To overcome 
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this problem, Efron (1979) developed a technique that 

produces approximate confidence intervals with a computer 

intensive method which he called the bootstrap. Bootstrap 

confidence intervals can be constructed using a bootstrap 

resampling technique. Bootstrap resampling provides an 

empirical substitute for the often impossible alternative of 

deriving the theoretical distribution of a complex 

statistic. 

The bootstrap was originally introduced as a 

nonparametric Monte Carlo device for estimating standard 

errors. The basic idea can be applied automatically to any 

situation, though at greater computational expense. After 

his initial paper (Efron, 1979), various bootstrap methods 

have been proposed. There are two basic approaches: 

parametric and nonparametric bootstraps. 

When the shape of the underlying distribution is 

assumed to be known, parametric bootstrap methods can be 

applied. In this procedure, estimates of the necessary 

population parameters are obtained from a random sample of n 

items from the population of interest. Then the bootstrap 

population can be constructed with the assumed shape and 

estimated parameters. Random samples, also of size n, are 

drawn from the bootstrap population many times. The 

individual samples produced by this resampling procedure are 

called the bootstrap samples. The statistic of interest is 

computed from each bootstrap sample. Finally, the bootstrap 
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cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the bootstrap 

sampling statistic (e.g. the bootstrap sampling mean) can be 

generated for further use. The calculations of Efron (1984) 

show that 1,000 resamplings are necessary as a rough minimum 

to obtain a reasonable tightness for bootstrap confidence 

intervals. 

In the nonparametric procedure, a simple random sample 

of size n is drawn from the population of interest. Then, a 

sample of size n is drawn with replacement from the initial 

sample many times, and the statistic of interest is 

evaluated from each of the bootstrap samples. Finally, the 

cdf of the bootstrap sampling statistic can be generated for 

further use. 

Various Bootstrap Methods 

Since Efron's first paper in 1979, various methods of 

bootstrap confidence interval generation have been proposed. 

Five commonly used parametric methods to estimate a single 

population parameter, /z, are: 1) the percentile method, 2) 

the bias-corrected method, 3) the accelerated bias-corrected 

method, 4) the reflection method, and 5) the bootstrap-t 

method. 

The percentile method, the bias-corrected method, and 

the accelerated bias-corrected method are theoretically 

A A 

related. The parametric bootstrap cdf of fx*, G(s), may 

be defined in the following way: 
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G(s) = Prob.ty* < s] = #[^* < s] 

B 

where ProJb* indicates the probability derived from the 

bootstrap distribution of /!*, B is the number of bootstrap 

replications, and #[•] is a function indicating the number 

of times the condition in brackets is satisfied. All three 
A 

methods use percentiles of G to define the confidence 

interval. 

1) The Percentile Method 

The simplest of the bootstrap methods is the percentile 

method. It entails choosing percentiles from the cdf of the 

bootstrap sampling statistic (£*) . An approximate (l-a)lOO 

percent confidence interval for ju is given by: 

\Lp = <5_1(-|) , lip = ̂ ( 1 - -|) 

where ^ is the lower limit using the percentile method 

and np is the upper limit using the percentile method. 

For the classical method, 

p ~ N([i, a2) . 

That is, £ is normally distributed about /i with a standard 

deviation of a. The classical confidence interval is 

correct if the above equation is true. The percentile 

bootstrap interval assumes that a monotone transformation, 

g{fx) , exists such that 
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$ = g(ft), <i> = sr(ji) 

Assuming r is constant, 

$ ~ JV(<J>7 x
2) . 

If $ is normally distributed about 0 with constant variance, 

T2, the percentile confidence intervals between the 100(a/2) 

and 100(l-a/2) percentiles are exactly correct (Efron and 

Tibshirani, 1986). 

The percentile method is the most popular bootstrap 

method and is used in more than half of the reported cases 

for constructing confidence intervals (Hall, 1988). If the 

estimate of ju is biased, the percentile method is inaccurate 

(Efron and Tibshirani, 1986). 

2) The Biased-Corrected Method 

When bias exists in ju, the percentile method gives 

unsatisfactory results. To adjust for this bias, Efron 

(1981) proposed the bias-corrected percentile method. He 

introduced a constant, z0, where 

z0 = fc
1 <3(ft) 

and where is the inverse function of the standard normal 

cdf. The two sided confidence interval for y. using the 

bias-corrected percentile method is 

VBC = G'1 [$ (2z0 + z(a/2)) ] , Fbc = G'
1 [$ (2z0 + z(1_,/2)) ] 

where \iBC is the lower limit using the bias-corrected 
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method, ]iBC is the upper limit using the bias-corrected 

method, and z(od2) and z^.^ are the 100 (a/2) and 100(l-a/2) 

percentile points of the standard normal distribution. 

Efron (1982) showed that the bias-corrected percentile 

interval for /i is exactly correct if 

$ ~ N($ - z0T, T 2 ) 

for monotone transformations 

$ = g(ji) , <l> = ffip) 

and some constant, z0. When no bias exists in ]u, the 
A A 1 

bootstrap cdf gives G{(x) = .5 which gives z0 = (.5) = 0 . 

Then, the confidence interval from the bias-corrected 

percentile method collapses to that from the percentile 

method. 

The bias correction is important in equalizing the 

error probability at the two endpoints (Efron and 

Tibshirani, 1986). If a constant, z0, can be estimated 

accurately, it is preferable to use the bias-corrected 

method. Efron (1984) suggested that B =1,000 is a rough 

minimum to accurately obtain z0 for the bias-corrected 

method. 

3) The Accelerated Bias-Corrected Method 

Efron (1987) proposed the accelerated bias-corrected 

method which is an improvement over his previously proposed 

bootstrap confidence intervals. This method corrects for 
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both bias and skewness (Eakin, 1990). The two-sided 

confidence interval for /j is 

Va b c = G' 1 $ 
Z0 + Zla/2) 

1 - a ( z 0 + z { a / 2 ) ) 'ABC 
= G~ * 

Z 0 + Z(l-a/2) 

1 - a ( Z f . + z (l-tt/2) ) 

where is the lower limit using the accelerated bias-

corrected method, is the upper limit using the 

accelerated bias-corrected method, and z(a/2) and z(Uoi/2) are the 

100(a/2) and 100(l-a/2) percentile points of the standard 

normal distribution. He introduced an acceleration 

constant, a, which is function of the sample skewness, y-

In the one parameter case, a good approximation for a is 

6/n 

In proposing the acceleration constant, Efron assumed that 

there exists a monotone transformation g such that 

$ = ̂ (p) / <|> = ̂ (n) 

is satisfied to a high degree of approximation. Also, 

$ ~ iV(4> - z0T+/ T^) 

where = 1 - a<f>. 

If a = 0, the two confidence intervals, the bias 

corrected and the accelerated bias-corrected confidence 

intervals, are equivalent. Efron and Tibshirani (1986) show 

that the accelerated bias-corrected interval can be a 

substantial improvement over the bias corrected interval 

when the exact interval is sharply skewed. 
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4) The Reflection Method 

Efron (1979) proposed the reflection method based on an 
A A A 

assumption that n* - p under G has approximately the same 

distribution as £ - /z under G. The reflection confidence 

interval for /x can be derived from the percentile confidence 

interval. The lower limit of the percentile method is given 

by 

= G-^-f) • 

This gives 

Prob^L* > G'1 (-^) j = 1 ~ • 

Next, subtracting ju from both sides of the inequality yields 

Projb̂ p* - ji > £"x(-|) - fltj = 1-|. 

Assuming the distribution of $,* - ju to be a good 

approximation of the distribution of /x - y., the equation 

becomes 

Prob |ji - n > G_1(-|) - p| - l - .|. 

Subtracting ji from both sides of the inequality gives 

Proi? |-n>G_1(-|) - 2|iJ « l - . 

Finally, multiplying through by -1 and substituting G'1(a/2) 

from the above equation for pp yields 

Prob (|i < 2jj - np) - 1 - JL. 
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The upper limit of the reflected confidence interval is 

V^SEF = 2£ - |Ap. 

Thus, the upper limit of the reflected confidence interval 

for fi is a function of the lower limit of the percentile 

method. Using a similar procedure, the lower limit of the 

reflected confidence interval is 

I W = 2p - jxp. 

The assumption of the reflected method is that the 

shape of the sampling distribution is location-invariant 

(Biddle, et al., 1990). This may be reasonable for many-

sampling distributions (Duke, et al., 1985). 

5) The Bootstrap-t Method 

In developing the bootstrap-t method, Efron (1981) 

considered the pivotal quantity 

T = A ~ P 

where <7* is the estimated standard error of ju. If the 

quantities, and t(Ua/2) are defined such that 

Prob(T< ta/2) = | = Piob(T > ta_a/2)) 

then, a two-sided (1-aOlOO percent confidence interval for n 

is given by 

p - dg,t(i-a/2)' P ~ <Jp^a/2* 
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This interval is exact only if the distribution of T is 

known. If this distribution is unknown, an approximation is 

needed. Now define 

T* = & 

as the pivotal quantity, where o** is the estimated standard 

error of £* in the bootstrap sample. Assuming that the 

bootstrap sampling statistic T* has approximately the same 

distribution as a sample statistic T, one can construct the 

bootstrap cdf of T* and locate the 100 ( a / 2 ) and 100(l-a/2) 

percentiles of the distribution, and t(Uan), defined as 

ProbjT* < Ba/2) = = ProbjT* > tx_a/2) . 

Then the two sided confidence interval from the bootstrap-t 

can be obtained as 

M\BOOT-1 ~ ~ i-a/2' M'soor-t = ^ ~ â/2 • 

Confidence intervals based on the bootstrap-t method 

usually tend to be longer and have greater coverage than 

those based on any other bootstrap methods (Hall, 1988). 

Efron (1981) reported that bootstrap-t confidence 

intervals fluctuate erratically unless the variance estimate 

a2* is chosen carefully. 
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Simulation Studies 

Simulation studies of various bootstrap methods for 

constructing approximate confidence intervals for a real 

value parameter, /x, have been performed. Efron and 

Tibshirani (1986) showed that the parametric percentile, 

bias-corrected, and accelerated bias-corrected confidence 

intervals are closer to the exact interval when compared 

with the classical method if the population follows a 

bivariate normal distribution. Loh and Wu(1987) also 

discussed simulation studies on the coverage probability of 

various bootstrap intervals. The results indicated that the 

bootstrap-t confidence interval for the mean is excellent in 

terms of coverage probability, although the length of the 

resulting confidence interval is a bit larger than other 

competitors. The accelerated bias-corrected method does not 

significantly improve upon the bias-corrected method, and 

bootstrap-t confidence intervals appear to be superior to 

those derived using the accelerated bias-corrected method 

(Loh and Wu, 1987). 

Tamura and Frost (1986) and Biddle, et al. (1990) 

applied bootstrap methods to evaluate errors in audit 

samples. Tamura and Frost provided initial evidence on the 

performance of the parametric bootstrap percentile method. 

They compared the percentile bootstrap upper bound with the 

Stringer bound and the classical bound using low error rates 

for the audit population. They found that both the 
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bootstrap and the Stringer bound were conservative with 

coverages far above the nominal level at error rates lower 

than 5 percent. This was because when no error was found in 

the sample, both the Stringer and bootstrap methods used the 

binomial bound. But the bootstrap began providing coverages 

closer to the nominal level as the error rate increased 

(Tamura and Frost, 1986). 

Biddle, et al. (1990) tested the performance of the 

nonparametric bootstrap percentile method and the reflected 

method and compared their efficiency and reliability when 

using difference and ratio estimators. They showed that 

confidence intervals achieved from one of two bootstrap 

confidence intervals (either percentile or reflected) 

provided greater efficiency and reliability than 

those using the classical method (Biddle, et al., 1990). 

Choice of the Parametric Bootstrap-t Method for the Study 

Hall (1988) compared and evaluated various bootstrap 

methods for a one-dimensional parameter. In his theoretical 

comparisons, Hall pointed out that the bootstrap-t method 

and accelerated bias-corrected method emerge as the most 

promising of existing bootstrap methods. Hall also pointed 

out that the bootstrap-t method does a better job than the 

accelerated bias-corrected method at deriving a correct 

interval length, if the estimated variance, <j2*, is chosen 

correctly. 
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The bootstrap-t method was chosen for this simulation study, 

because it compares well theoretically against other 

bootstrap methods. Using the bootstrap-t method also avoids 

tedious analytic corrections such as the acceleration 

constant, a, in the accelerated bias-corrected method. This 

study provided initial evidence as to how the bootstrap-t 

method may be applied for simple random sampling of line 

items. 

The bootstrap method was originally introduced as a 

nonparametric approach, but confidence intervals using the 

nonparametric small-sample approach are far from well 

understood (Schenker, 1985). Efron (1981) also pointed out 

that the nonparametric small-sample procedure is still a 

matter of speculation. The parametric approach to 

bootstrapping should provide better results than the 

nonparametric approach, as long as the underlying 

distribution of variables can be correctly identified 

(Efron, 1986). The parametric approach is simpler than the 

nonparametric one if the population from which the bootstrap 

population is drawn is continuous (Hall, 1988). Based on 

the theoretical properties and observed performances, the 

parametric bootstrap-t method was compared with the 

classical method and the Bonferroni approach in this study. 



CHAPTER IV 

TESTED PROCEDURES 

Simulations were used to compare the performance of the 

three methods; the classical, the Bonferroni, and the 

parametric bootstrap-t method. Five indicators of 

performance were used. Detailed simulation procedures are 

described in this chapter. 

Generated Populations 

The tested populations were generated based on 

nonstandard mixture distributions that mix zeros and 

continuous distributions of nonzeros. The nonzero errors 

were assumed to be normally, exponentially, and uniformly 

distributed. 

To gain insights into the effects of different 

populations, audit sample sizes, error rates, and the 

assumed distributions of nonzeros on the performance of the 

three methods, twelve different error rate and sample size 

conditions were created for each distribution of nonzero 

errors. Since the parametric methods of generating 

confidence intervals are generally considered more 

applicable to higher error rate populations, error rate 

conditions of 25 percent, 15 percent, 10 percent, and 5 

percent were selected. Sample sizes of 50, 100, 200, and 
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300 were chosen to provide performance comparisons spanning 

the sample size range normally employed in auditing. 

Meaningful inferences depend on a sufficient number of 

expected errors in each sample. Therefore performance 

measures were recorded only for those error rate and sample 

size conditions providing at least ten expected errors. 

Thus, for the 25 percent error rate condition, sample sizes 

were 50, 100, 200, and 300; for the 15 percent error rate 

condition, sample sizes were 100, 200, and 300; for the 10 

percent error rate condition, sample sizes were also 100, 

200, and 300; and for the 5 percent error rate condition, 

sample sizes of 200 and 300 were employed. Twelve 

populations were created for each distribution of nonzero 

errors. It was assumed that the nonzero errors would follow 

each of the three distributions. Thus thirty-six error 

populations were created in this study. 

The mean of the three error distributions was assumed 

to be 500. The standard deviation of each normal error 

distribution was assumed to be 100. Since all errors were 

assumed to be positive, negative errors were truncated at 

zero for each normal distribution. The range for each 

uniform distribution was from zero to 1,000. Random samples 

were generated using the FORTRAN IMSL subroutines, RNNOR 

(normal errors), RNEXP (exponential errors), and RNUN 

(uniform errors). 
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Simulation 

FORTRAN programs (see APPENDIX B) were written to carry-

out Monte Carlo simulations of the three methods for 

computing confidence intervals. Although a large number of 

simulation samples are necessary in order to obtain accurate 

results, such a procedure also requires a large amount of 

computing time. Tamura and Frost (1986) and Biddle, et al. 

(1990) used 1,000 and 2,000 Monte Carlo trials respectively 

in their simulation studies. Plante, et al. (1985) and 

Matsumura, et al. (1990) employed 500 replications in their 

studies. In this study, 500 simulation samples were created 

in order to obtain information for comparisons among the 

methods. 

According to Efron (1982) and Efron and Tibshirani 

(1986), a large number of bootstrap samples is necessary in 

order to produce a reliable bootstrap confidence interval. 

This study follows their suggestion and uses 1,000 as the 

number of the bootstrap replications. 

Obtaining Bootstrap Populations 

To apply a parametric bootstrap procedure, the 

distribution of the nonzero errors was assumed to be known. 

From an initial random sample of the population, estimates 

of the necessary population parameters were obtained. When 

the distribution of nonzero errors was normally distributed, 

two estimators (the sample mean and standard deviation) were 
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required from a sample of nonzero errors and were used to 

create the bootstrap population. When the distribution of 

nonzero errors was exponentially distributed, only the 

estimate of the sample mean was obtained. When the 

distribution of nonzero errors was uniformly distributed, 

the interval could be defined from the sample. Then two 

estimators, a lower limit (a) and an upper limit (£) could 

have been obtained. The minimum and maximum sample values 

could be considered as estimators of these two parameters. 

However, the two expected values satisfy 

E(S) £ a, E{£) <, b 

where a and Jb are the true lower and an upper limits of the 

population. Consequently, a and JB are biased. To reduce 

the effects of these biased estimators, a lower limit was 

set at zero since nonzero errors were assumed to be positive 

in this study. Another way to estimate the parameter, jb, is 

to estimate this value using 2/x. When the lower value is 

assumed to be set at zero, 

_ a + b _ 0 + b 
2 2 

Thus jb = 2/x. The upper lim2it of the bootstrap population 

was created by doubling the sample mean. Two methods are 

considered for a uniform distribution: 

Method A: (S* = 0, £* = Max{Xx, X2, . . . . , Xn) ) , 

Method B: (£* = 0, £* = 2ji) , 
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where Xx, 3^, .... ̂  represent a sample from a uniform 

distribution over the interval (0, b) . 

Selection of the Seed Number 

The random sampling from the computer is initiated by 

the simulation seed number. Given the same seed, the 

computer always produces the same sequence of sample data. 

If the seed number is set at zero, a random value is 

generated using the system clock. Hence, the generated 

"random" samples are different at different times. To 

eliminate the effect of the seed number, the seed number was 

set at zero for all simulations in this study. 

Indicators of Performance Comparisons 

Performance comparisons among the three methods were 

defined in terms of: (1) the confidence interval 

reliability, (2) the average width of the confidence 

intervals, (3) the precision of the confidence intervals, 

(4) the precision stability of the confidence intervals, and 

(5) the lower limit stability of the confidence intervals. 

The confidence interval reliability, also called the 

coverage, is the percentage of confidence intervals that 

contain the known population mean among the 500 

replications. Ideally, this percentage should be equal to 

the level specified in the confidence interval computation. 

Because tested confidence levels were set at 95 percent, the 
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reliability ideally should be close to 95 percent. Two 

other indicators related to the reliability are the lower 

and the upper misses. The lower misses represent the 

percentage of confidence intervals for which the population 

mean is smaller than the lower limit of the computed 

confidence interval. The upper misses represent the 

percentage of confidence intervals for which the population 

mean is larger than the upper limit of the computed 

confidence interval. Since two-sided 95 percent confidence 

intervals were used in this study, ideally, the percentage 

of both misses should be equal to 2.5 percent. 

The average width of the confidence intervals (AVGWD) 

is the mean of the differences between the upper and the 

lower confidence limits. A small width is desirable since 

it offers more precision. It follows that 

500 

(Upper Limiti - Lower Limiti) 
AVGWD = — 

500 

The precision of the confidence intervals (PRCN) is the 

relative width of the confidence interval. It can be 

defined as 

500 

^2 (Upper Limiti - Lower LimitJ /Sample Mean± 
PRCN = 

500 

With this value, it is easy to compare the average width of 

the confidence interval for different means. When 
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considering the precision of a method, the smaller this 

value, the better. 

The precision stability {PRCNST) is the standard 

deviation of the precision values. A small value of PRCNST 

indicates that the precision is stable over the sample of 

500 replications. 

The lower limit stability (STLL) is the standard 

deviation of the lower limit of the 500 replications. 

A small value of STLL signifies that the lower limit of the 

confidence interval is stable over the 500 replications. 

The upper limit stability is another measure that could be 

used to obtain the stability of location of the resulting 

confidence intervals. For simplicity, STLL was used in this 

study. 



CHAPTER V 

SIMULATION ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

This chapter discusses the results of the simulation 

study performed. Comparisons among the three methods using 

two-sided 95 percent confidence intervals are made. The 

simulation results are discussed using the five indicators 

of performance. 

Reliability 

The reliability measure reveals how achieved confidence 

levels using a specific method compare with the prespecified 

95 percent confidence level. TABLE I illustrates the 

confidence interval reliability when assuming a normal 

distribution for the nonzero errors. U<LL, the lower 

misses, indicates the percentage of samples for which the 

mean of the population is smaller than the lower limit of 

the computed confidence interval. U>UL, the upper misses, 

represents the percentage of samples for which the mean of 

the population is larger than the upper limit. 

Normal Distributions 

Overall, reliability using the bootstrap-t method is 

much closer to the nominal level when compared to the 

classical and the Bonferroni methods across all of the 

43 
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population conditions except for two populations: (1) an 

error rate of 15 percent with a sample size of 200 and (2) 

an error rate of 15 percent with a sample size of 300. 

Reliability using the classical method is always less than 

the assumed level except under the two above stated 

situations. In contrast, reliability achieved from the 

Bonferroni method is always conservative, although this 

approach had potential theoretically. 

Total misses achieved using the bootstrap-t method are 

closer to the assumed levels of 5 percent than the other 

methods across all of the population conditions. The total 

misses using the classical method are weighted to the upper 

misses for all the population conditions. This means that 

the confidence interval using the classical method should be 

shifted to the right. The total misses from the Bonferroni 

method are far different from the specified levels of 5 

percent. 

Reliability achieved using the classical method is 

generally improved by increasing the error rate and the 

sample size. But the improvement of reliability using the 

Bonferroni and the bootstrap-t methods is not clearly shown 

m the tested error rate and sample size conditions. The 

results should theoretically be better when the error rate 

and sample size are increased. 
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Exponential Distributions 

TABLE II illustrates the confidence interval 

reliability when assuming an exponential distribution for 

the nonzero errors. Reliability achieved using the 

classical method is worse than when assuming a normal 

distribution. A possible reason for this is that the 

standard deviation of the exponential distribution was 

larger than that of the normal distribution. The standard 

deviation of the examined normal distribution was assumed to 

be 100 in this simulation study whereas the standard 

deviation of the exponential distribution is the same as the 

mean, 500. Another reason is that a random sample from a 

normal distribution is truncated at zero. This truncation 

results in a reduction of the assumed standard deviation. 

Reliability using the bootstrap-t method is also excellent 

when compared to its classical and Bonferroni counterparts. 

Reliability using the classical method is always less than 

the assumed level. In contrast, the reliability using the 

bootstrap-t method is greater than or equal to the assumed 

level. The Bonferroni method is highly conservative in that 

the associated achieved confidence level is much greater 

than the assumed level. 

The bootstrap method gives lower misses and upper 

misses evenly weighted for all the population conditions. 

In contrast, the misses for the classical method are heavily 

weighted to the upper tail. Consequently, the confidence 
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intervals using the classical method would be more reliable 

if they were shifted to the right. 

Reliability using the classical method is generally 

improved by increasing the error rate and sample size. The 

effects of error rates and sample sizes are not clearly 

demonstrated when using the Bonferroni and the bootstrap-t 

methods. 

Uniform Distributions (Method A) 

TABLE III gives the reliability of the simulation 

studies using a uniform distribution for the nonzero errors 

(Method A). To create the bootstrap population using Method 

A, the lower limit was set at zero and the upper limit was 

set to the maximum value in the sample. The results are 

striking. Reliability using the bootstrap-t method is 

considerably lower than its classical counterparts and is 

gradually worsened with increasing error rates and sample 

sizes. 

The total misses using the classical method are 

weighted to the upper misses. In contrast their bootstrap 

counterparts are weighted to the lower misses. The 

confidence intervals using both methods should be adjusted 

to the right and the left respectively. 

Assume that b is the population upper limit for a 

uniform distribution and J& is the sample maximum value. 

The relationship between b and & is: 
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E(£) Z b. 

Consequently, h is a biased estimator of Jb. This biased 

estimator is a possible reason why the reliability using the 

bootstrap-t method is worse with increasing error rates and 

sample sizes. 

Uniform Distributions (Method B) 

TABLE IV shows the reliability using a uniform 

distribution (Method B) for the nonzero errors. Using 

Method B to create the bootstrap population from an initial 

sample, the lower limit of the interval was set at zero and 

the upper limit was set at two times the sample mean. 

Reliability achieved using the bootstrap-t method is 

significantly improved when compared to the corresponding 

intervals using Method A. Reliability using the bootstrap-t 

is closer to the assumed level when compared to the 

classical and Bonferroni methods across all of the 

population conditions except for one population: an error 

rate of 25 percent with a sample size of 50. 

With increasing error rates and sample sizes, the 

improvement of reliability using the Bonferroni and the 

bootstrap-t methods is not clearly shown in the tested error 

rate and sample size conditions except when using the 

classical method. The total misses using the classical 

method are also weighted to the upper tail for all 
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population conditions. In contrast, the total misses using 

the bootstrap-t are relatively evenly weighted. 

Summary 

The bootstrap-t confidence intervals tend to be very 

reliable except when using Method A with a uniform 

distribution. The effects of the distribution depend upon 

its assumed variances. In this simulation study, the order 

of variances from largest to smallest is: exponential, 

uniform, and normal distribution. It appears that sample 

size does not have an appreciable effect for lower error 

rates. Generally, reliability using the classical method is 

improved with increasing error rates and sample sizes. But 

the improvement of reliability using the Bonferroni and the 

bootstrap-t method is not clearly shown in the tested error 

rate and sample size conditions. It is not clear which 

error rates and sample sizes have the greatest effect on the 

improvement of reliability, but reliability using the 

classical method is clearly improved by increasing the 

expected number of errors, the combination of the error rate 

and the sample size. 

Average Widths 

A short average width of the confidence interval with 

the same coverage probability is desirable since it reflects 

greater precision. TABLE V contains the results of the 
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average widths achieved using the three tested methods. In 

terms of average width of the confidence interval, the 

classical method for all combinations of error rates and 

sample sizes provides the shortest average width among the 

methods. The average widths of the bootstrap-t method are 

always larger than their counterparts using the classical 

method. The Bonferroni method provides the largest average 

confidence interval width. In many populations, the average 

widths using the Bonferroni method are more than twice the 

length of their classical counterparts. In the case of an 

exponential distribution of the nonzero errors, the average 

widths are larger than when using the normal distribution 

and the uniform distribution since an exponential 

distribution has the largest variance among the assumed 

distributions in this simulation. Although the average 

widths using the classical method are shorter than those 

using the bootstrap-t method, reliability achieved with the 

classical method is smaller than the assumed level. The 

average widths decrease with increasing sample sizes, but 

increase with increasing error rates for all the population 

conditions. 

Precision 

Precision is defined to be the average relative width 

of the confidence interval. TABLE VI reports the precision 

amounts for the simulation study. The results are similar 
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to those in TABLE V. The classical method provides the 

smallest value of precision for all the population 

conditions. A small precision value indicates that the 

relative width is small without considering reliability. 

The precision using the bootstrap method is slightly larger 

than its counterpart using the classical method. The 

Bonferroni method still provides the largest precision 

value. The precision values decrease gradually with 

increasing error rates and sample sizes. The two methods of 

estimating the uniform distribution show similar results in 

terms of confidence interval precision. 

Precision Stability 

TABLE VII shows the simulation results for the 

precision stability of the resulting confidence intervals. 

It refers to the degree of dispersion for the precision 

values. The classical method provides greater precision 

stability than the other methods for all the population 

conditions. The stability values decreased rapidly using 

Method B over Method A for uniform distributions. It 

reveals that using a doubled sample mean to estimate the 

upper limit for a uniform distribution is more stable than 

taking a sample maximum value for the uniform case. The 

Bonferroni method is still unstable for all the population 

conditions across all assumed distributions. 
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Lower Limit Stability 

The lower limit stability was defined to be the 

standard deviation of the lower limits from the 500 

replications. TABLE VIII reports the lower limit stability 

results across all the population conditions. The lower 

limit stability using the bootstrap-t method is larger for 

all the population conditions except two: (1) sample size = 

50 and error rate = 5 percent with a normal distribution and 

(2) sample size = 50 and error rate = 5 percent with a 

uniform distribution using Method B. The Bonferroni method 

provides the smallest lower limit stability value for all 

population conditions. The stability values decrease with 

increasing sample size, but increase with increasing error 

rate for all the population conditions. This implies that 

the stability values increase as the population mean 

increases. The stability values are larger with smaller 

sample sizes and larger error rates. There is no 

significant difference between Methods A and B for a uniform 

distribution in terms of the lower limit stability. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Many audit populations consist of a nonstandard mixture 

distribution that mixes a large number of zero values and a 

comparatively small number of nonzero errors. Basic 

statistical problems in auditing arise when one wishes to 

construct confidence intervals for the mean of the 

nonstandard mixture population. Recently, various methods 

for computing confidence intervals for a population mean of 

errors have been developed for situations involving 

nonstandard data. 

The purpose of this study was to examine the 

performance of three parametric methods: the classical, the 

Bonferroni, and the bootstrap-t method. Recently, a 

computer intensive method, the bootstrap method, has been 

proposed and widely viewed as a tool that can be used to 

determine confidence intervals for complex problems. This 

study provided initial evidence as to how the parametric 

bootstrap-t method performed when dealing with the 

nonstandard distribution of accounting audit data of line 

items as opposed to dollar units. All nonzero errors were 

assumed to be positive. Their distribution was assumed to 

follow one of the following distributions: normal, 

exponential, or uniform. FORTRAN programs were written to 

52 
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conduct the Monte Carlo simulation of the tested methods. 

Indicators of the performance comparisons among the 

three methods were made in terms of reliability, average 

widths of confidence intervals, precision, the stability of 

precision, and the lower limit stability for the resulting 

confidence intervals. The bootstrap-t method proved to be 

very reliable with the coverage close to the nominal 95 

percent level except when using Method A with a uniform 

distribution. Reliability using the classical method was 

less than the assumed level except for a few of the 

populations in this study. Reliability achieved from the 

Bonferroni method was always conservative for all the 

population conditions. Reliability achieved using the 

classical method was generally improved with increasing 

error rate and sample size. The improvement of reliability 

using the Bonferroni and the bootstrap-t methods is not 

clearly shown in the tested error rate and sample size 

conditions. 

The shortest average widths were achieved from the 

classical method across all of the population conditions, 

although the coverage probability was less than the assumed 

level. The classical method provided intervals that were 

more precise and stable than those produced by the 

Bonferroni and the bootstrap-1 methods. The lower limit 

stability measure for the bootstrap-t method was larger than 

other methods. One possible reason for this instability may 
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be that the bootstrap methods were sensitive to the 

representativeness of the sample data (Biddle, et al.f 

1990). 

Due to the exploratory nature of this study, this 

research was limited in scope. To ensure a sufficient 

number of expected errors for the parametric methods, this 

study used error rate conditions of 5, 10, 15, and 25 

percent. The error rates of 5 percent or less occur 

commonly in accounts receivable populations (Ham, et al., 

1985), and a 25 percent error rate would be extreme. In the 

parametric setting, this study assumed that the 

distributions for nonzero errors were known. Very often, 

auditors do not have prior information for audited data, 

which prevents the use of a parametric approach. To create 

the bootstrap population from a uniform distribution, a 

lower limit could be set at zero since all nonzero errors 

are assumed to be positive. It is not possible to set the 

lower limit at zero without the assumption of positive 

errors. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

Several topics for further study can be recommended. 

First, use of a parametric method with a low error rate may 

not be advisable. A nonparametric method for low error 

rates should be explored. Second, the error amounts for 

accounts receivable are commonly overstated. The error 
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amounts of other account categories, accounts payable or 

inventory, include both overstatements and understatements. 

Thus further research should search for a reliable 

confidence interval for a wide variety of accounting 

populations. Third, the bootstrap methods may be useful 

tools for accounting populations. In this era of widely 

available high speed computing equipment, the development of 

the computer-intensive bootstrap methods should be continued 

and other computer intensive methods should be developed. 

Finally, to create the bootstrap population, the lower limit 

of the interval for a uniform distribution was set at zero. 

The confidence interval for the mean of a uniform 

distribution is derived from the confidence intervals for a 

maximum value of a uniform distribution. It is possible to 

perform these methods because of the assumption of positive 

errors. If nonzero errors are assumed to be positive or 

negative, this application is not possible. Further 

theoretical investigations for the confidence intervals for 

the mean of uniform distributions in the presence of 

understatement and overstatement errors are needed to deal 

with this situation. 
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THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MAXIMUM VALUE 
IN A UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION 

Let Xlt X2l . . . .X^ be a sample from [7(0, jb) . We seek a 

confidence interval for the parameter jb. The estimate 

8 = max (Xlf ,Xn) = Mn 

is the maximum likelihood estimate of b, which is also 

sufficient for jb. The probability density function of is 

given by 

w • s ^ - ° <y<". 

fn(y) = 0, otherwise 

The random variable Tn = l^/b has a probability density 

function of: 

h{t) = nt""1, 0 < t < 1 

h(t) = 0 , otherwise 

which is independent of jb. One can construct a confidence 

interval for b at any level. We find numbers \j (a), X2(a) 

such that 

P(X1 < Tn < \ 2 ) = l - a for all b, 

that is 

X1 

so that 

n f^t"-1 dt = 1 - a 
J A, 

A" - A" = 1 - a 
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This equation has infinitely many solutions. If we choose 

X2 = 1, then Xj = a
1/n and the (l-a)lOO percent level 

confidence interval for b is given by 

[Mn, a~
1/nMn). 

(Rohatgi,1976) 
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TABLE I 

THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL RELIABILITY BASED ON A NORMAL 
DISTRIBUTION FOR THE NONZERO ERRORS 

n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

50 .25 U<LL 1.80 .20 2.00 
U>UL 5.80 .20 1.60 

Reliability 92.40 99.60 96.40 

100 .10 U<LL .60 .00 2.80 
U>UL 6.80 .00 1.20 

Reliability 92.60 100.00 96.00 

100 .15 U<LL 1.60 .20 3 .20 
U>UL 7.80 .00 1.60 

Reliability 90.60 99.80 95.20 

100 .25 U<LL 1.60 .40 2.40 
U>UL 4.40 .00 2.60 

Reliability 94.00 99.60 95.00 

200 .05 U<LL .00 .00 .60 
U>UL 8.40 .00 1.20 

Reliability 91.60 100.00 98.20 

200 .10 U<LL .80 .40 1.80 
U>UL 5.40 .00 1.40 

Reliability 93.80 99.60 96.80 

200 .15 U<LL 2.00 .20 2.60 
U>UL 2.60 .00 .80 

Reliability 95.40 99.80 96.60 

200 .25 U<LL 2.60 .60 2.80 
U>UL 5.00 .40 2.40 

Reliability 92 .40 99.00 94.80 

300 .05 U<LL .40 .20 1.60 
U>UL 6.40 .20 1.80 

Reliability 93.20 99.60 96.60 

300 .10 U<LL 1.40 .40 2.60 
U>UL 4.80 .00 1.80 

Reliability 93.80 99.20 95.60 
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n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

300 .15 U<LL 1.20 .20 2 .00 
U>UL 3.20 .00 1.80 

Reliability 95.60 99.80 96.20 

300 .25 U<LL 2.20 .00 2.00 
U>UL 5.00 .20 2.80 

Reliability 92.80 99.80 95.20 

•Desired confidence levels were set at 95 percent. 
•Nonzero errors were assumed to be normally distributed 
with a mean of 500 and a standard deviation of 100. 
•Negative errors were truncated at zero. 
•Percentages were out of 500 trials. 
•Each bootstrap confidence interval was based on 1,000 
bootstrap replications. 
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TABLE II 

THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL RELIABILITY BASED ON AN 
EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION FOR THE NONZERO ERRORS 

n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

50 .25 U<LL .20 .00 2.00 
U>UL 11.20 .00 1.20 

Reliability 88.60 100.00 96.80 

100 .10 U<LL .40 .20 1.60 
U>UL 15.20 .00 1.00 

Reliability 84.40 99.80 97.40 

100 .15 U<LL .60 .00 1.80 
U>UL 10.80 .00 .80 

Reliability 88.60 100.00 97.40 

100 .25 U<LL .40 .00 3.40 
U>UL 8.20 .00 2.20 

Reliability 91.40 100.00 94.40 

200 .05 U<LL .20 .00 3.60 
U>UL 13 .60 .00 .40 

Reliability 86.20 100.00 96.00 

200 .10 U<LL .00 .00 1.40 
U>UL 9.20 .00 1.00 

Reliability 90.80 100.00 97.60 

200 .15 U<LL .80 .00 2.60 
U>UL 8.00 .20 2 .20 

Reliability 91.20 99.80 95.20 

200 .25 U<LL .60 .00 2.80 
U>UL 5.60 .00 2.20 

Reliability 93.80 100.00 95.00 

300 .05 U<LL .20 .00 2.40 
U>UL 8.20 .20 1.20 

Reliability 91.60 99.80 96.40 

300 .10 U<LL .80 .00 2.60 
U>UL 7.00 .00 1.80 

Reliability 92.20 100.00 95.60 
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n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

300 .15 U<LL .00 .00 2.80 
U>UL 5.60 .00 1.60 

Reliability 94.40 100.00 95.40 

300 .25 U<LL .80 .20 3.00 
U>UL 4.80 .20 2.00 

Reliability 94.40 99 .60 95.00 

•Desired confidence levels were set at 95 percent. 
•Nonzero errors were assumed to be exponentially-
distributed with a mean of 500. 
•Percentages were out of 500 trials. 
•Each bootstrap confidence interval was based on 1,000 
bootstrap replications. 
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TABLE III 

THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL RELIABILITY BASED ON A UNIFORM 
DISTRIBUTION FOR THE NONZERO ERRORS (METHOD A) 

n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

50 .25 U<LL 1.00 .20 12.60 
U>UL 6.60 .00 2.20 

Reliability 92.40 99.80 85.20 

100 .10 U<LL .60 .60 7.40 
U>UL 7.20 .40 1.00 

Reliability 92.20 99.00 91.60 

100 .15 U<LL .20 .60 7.40 
U>UL 5.20 .20 2.80 

Reliability 94.60 99.20 89.80 

100 .25 U<LL 1.40 .40 8.60 
U>UL 4.80 .20 5.40 

Reliability 93.80 99.40 86.00 

200 .05 U<LL 1.20 1.00 10.40 
U>UL 8.60 .00 1.40 

Reliability 90.20 99.00 88.20 

200 .10 U<LL .60 .20 8.60 
U>UL 6.80 .20 3 .00 

Reliability 92.60 99.60 88.40 

200 .15 U<LL .40 .40 9.00 
U>UL 4.60 .20 3.60 

Reliability 95.00 99.40 87.40 

200 .25 U<LL 2.80 .40 9.40 
U>UL 4.60 .40 5.60 

Reliability 92.60 99.20 85.00 

300 .05 U<LL 1.20 .80 9.20 
U>UL 4.60 .00 2.40 

Reliability 94.20 99.20 88.40 

300 .10 U<LL 1.80 .80 8.40 
U>UL 3.80 .40 4.60 

Reliability 94.40 98.20 87.00 
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n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

300 .15 U<LL 1.60 .60 9.20 
U>UL 5.00 .60 7.00 

Reliability 93.40 98.80 83.80 

300 .25 U<LL 2.60 1.40 11.20 
U>UL 3.80 .00 6.40 

Reliability 93.60 98.60 82.40 

•Desired confidence levels were set at 95 percent. 
•Method A: To create the bootstrap population, the lower 
limit was set at 0 and the upper limit was the maximum 
value of each sample. 
•Nonzero errors were assumed to be uniformly distributed 
between 0 and 1,000. 
•Percentages were out of 500 trials. 
•Each bootstrap confidence interval was based on 1,000 
bootstrap replications. 
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TABLE IV 

THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL RELIABILITY BASED ON A UNIFORM 
DISTRIBUTION FOR THE NONZERO ERRORS (METHOD B) 

n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

50 .25 U<LL 1.40 .80 2.20 
U>UL 4.60 .00 1.40 

Reliability 94.00 99.20 96.40 

100 .10 U<LL .80 .60 2.80 
U>UL 6.00 .00 .60 

Reliability 93.20 99.40 96.60 

100 .15 U<LL 1.40 1.00 1.80 
U>UL 6.60 .20 1.60 

Reliability 92.00 98.80 96.60 

100 .25 U<LL 1.20 1.40 1.80 
U>UL 6.00 .20 2 .80 

Reliability 92.80 98.40 95.40 

200 .05 U<LL 1.00 .60 2.40 
U>UL 5.60 .00 1.20 

Reliability 93.40 99.40 96.40 

200 .10 U<LL .40 .80 2.00 
U>UL 6.80 .20 2.00 

Reliability 92.80 99.00 96.00 

200 .15 U<LL .80 .80 1.80 
U>UL 5.80 .20 2.20 

Reliability 93.40 99.00 96.00 

200 .25 U<LL 1.40 .60 3 .00 
U>UL 4.00 .20 1.80 

Reliability 94.60 99.20 95.20 

300 .05 U<LL 1.20 1.00 2.00 
U>UL 7.20 .00 .20 

Reliability 91.60 99.00 97.80 

300 .10 U<LL .60 .40 1.60 
U>UL 6.20 .20 2.20 

Reliability 93.20 99.40 96.20 
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n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

300 .15 U<LL 1.20 .60 2.60 
U>UL 5.20 .60 2.40 

Reliability 93.60 98.80 95.00 

300 .25 U<LL 2.60 1.40 3.20 
U>UL 4.40 .00 2.20 

Reliability 93.60 98.60 94.60 

•Desired confidence levels were set at 95 percent. 
•Method B: To create the bootstrap population, the lower 
limit was set at 0 and the upper limit was set at two 
times the sample mean. 

•Nonzero errors were assumed to be uniformly distributed 
between 0 and 1,000. 
•Percentages were out of 500 trials. 
•Each bootstrap confidence interval was based on 1,000 
bootstrap replications. 
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TABLE V 

THE AVERAGE WIDTH OF CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 

Errors n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

Normal 50 .25 122 .179 179 .263 131 .141 

100 .10 59 .151 90 .362 66 .694 

100 .15 70 .859 104 .205 76 .029 

100 .25 86 .897 124 .828 89 .643 

200 .05 30 .327 46 .777 34 .375 

200 .10 42 .193 61 .182 44 .374 

200 .15 50 .807 72 .384 52 .261 

200 .25 61 .314 86 .840 63 .319 

300 .05 24 .805 36 .670 29 .901 

300 .10 34 .397 49 .049 35 .625 

300 .15 42 .276 58 .317 42 .310 

300 .25 50 .159 70 .583 51 .431 

Exponential 50 .25 174 .927 405 .309 249 .983 

100 .10 78 .623 209 .659 132 .304 . 

100 .15 98 .104 217 .598 134 .293 

100 .25 127 .753 247 .962 150 .151 

200 .05 41 .135 110 .847 69 .665 

200 .10 58 .247 120 .988 71 .983 

200 .15 71 .225 135 .993 81 .807 

200 .25 90 .621 160 .276 97 .817 

300 .05 33 .231 75 .883 44 .862 

300 .10 48 .350 92 .047 55 .680 
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E x p o n e n t i a l 300 . 1 5 5 9 . 160 1 0 6 . 692 64, .434 

300 . 2 5 7 4 . 350 1 2 7 . 643 78 . 3 6 5 

U n i f o r m (A) 50 . 2 5 144 . 349 1 9 8 . 124 176 . 9 0 8 

100 .10 66 . 196 103 . ,863 91 . 1 4 1 

100 . 1 5 81 . ,601 111 . .279 97 . 3 2 5 

100 . 2 5 101 . ,173 123 . ,590 110 . 0 3 6 

200 . 0 5 34 . ,288 54 . .572 47 . 0 9 3 

200 .10 48 . , 136 62. .665 54 . 3 7 1 

200 . 1 5 54. .485 70. .719 62 .839 

200 . 2 5 71. .762 81, .089 74 .854 

300 . 0 5 28 . . 3 7 1 39, . 5 0 1 33 . 8 3 5 

300 . 10 39. .682 48, . 2 8 1 42 . 9 9 8 

300 . 1 5 47. .339 54, .593 49 . 762 

300 . 2 5 58. . 5 9 1 64, .335 60 . 504 

U n i f o r m ( B ) 50 . 2 5 143. .969 198, .162 165 . 5 0 7 

100 . 10 68, . 2 1 1 104, . 725 85 .244 

100 . 1 5 80, .732 111, .092 90 . 522 

100 . 2 5 100, .593 123, .222 106 . 5 1 5 

200 . 0 5 34 . 523 54 .229 43 . 8 4 5 

200 . 10 48 .029 62 . 878 52 . 4 6 5 

200 . 1 5 57 .974 70 .220 61 .179 

200 . 2 5 71 .610 81 . 2 9 1 73 . 448 

300 . 0 5 28 .403 39 .529 32 . 4 0 7 
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Errors n p classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

Uniform(B) 300 .10 39 .528 48 .545 41. 782 

300 .15 47 .397 54 .979 49 . 035 

300 .25 58 .857 64 .314 

o
 129 

•Desired confidence levels were set at 95 percent. 
•Uniform(A): To create the bootstrap population, the 
lower limit was set at 0 and the upper limit was the 
maximum value of each sample. 
•Uniform(B): To create the bootstrap population, the 
lower limit was set at 0 and the upper limit was set at 
two times the sample mean. 

•Each bootstrap confidence interval was based on 1,000 
bootstrap replications. 
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TABLE VI 

THE PRECISION OF CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 

Errors n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

Normal 50 .25 1.0272 1.5164 1.1212 

100 .10 1.2622 1.9664 1.4433 

100 .15 .9887 1.4632 1.0679 

100 .25 .7054 1.0145 .7313 

200 .05 1.2911 2.0397 1.4813 

200 .10 .8650 1.2565 .9114 

200 .15 .6776 .9665 .6978 

200 .25 .4932 .7057 .5066 

300 .05 1.0411 1.5497 1.1386 

300 .10 .7099 1.0134 .7365 

300 .15 .5559 .7856 .5077 

300 .25 .4066 .5723 .4110 

Exponential 50 .25 1.4443 3.4702 2.1537 

100 .10 1.6427 4.6554 3.0374 

100 .15 1.3466 3.0722 1.9306 

100 .25 1.0293 2.0108 1.2168 

200 .05 1.6980 4.9563 3.1592 

200 .10 1.1893 2.5005 1.4893 

200 .15 .9608 1.8466 1.1076 

200 .25 .7071 1.2935 .7862 

300 .05 1.3672 3.2805 1.9041 

300 .10 .9898 1.8941 1.1458 
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E r r o r s n P c l a s s i c a l B o n f e r r o n i b o o t s t r a p - t 

E x p o n e n t i a l 300 . 1 5 . 7 9 6 1 1 . 4 3 9 5 . 8 6 6 7 

300 . 2 5 . 5982 1 . 0 2 4 4 . 6310 

U n i f o r m ( A ) 50 . 2 5 1 . 1 8 2 7 1 . 6 8 7 5 1 . 4 6 7 4 

100 .10 1 . 4 4 2 4 2 . 4 0 1 2 2 . 0 9 7 0 

100 . 1 5 1 . 1 3 9 6 1 . 5 9 8 8 1 . 3 6 5 2 

100 . 2 5 . 8 3 8 5 1 . 0 3 9 7 . 9090 

200 . 0 5 1 . 4 6 1 6 2 . 5 5 0 2 2 . 1 4 9 8 

200 . 10 . 9984 1 . 3 2 7 4 1 . 1 3 1 2 

200 . 1 5 . 7822 . 9 5 6 5 . 8 3 9 3 

200 . 2 5 . 5818 . 6 6 1 7 . 6 0 5 5 

300 . 0 5 1 . 1 6 6 4 1 . 6 7 3 0 1 . 3 9 7 8 

300 . 10 . 8056 . 9 9 1 6 . 8 7 0 8 

300 . 1 5 . 6439 . 7 5 3 9 . 6 7 4 6 

300 . 2 5 .4732 . 5 1 8 5 . 4 8 4 8 

U n i f o r m ( B ) 50 . 2 5 1 . 1 8 1 8 1 . 6 8 1 2 1 . 3 8 5 8 

100 . 10 1 . 4 2 2 1 2 . 5 8 2 9 1 . 8 9 6 8 

100 . 1 5 1 . 1 3 0 9 1 . 6 1 0 3 1 . 2 8 2 6 

100 . 2 5 . 8384 1 . 0 4 0 5 . 8 9 1 3 

200 . 0 5 1 . 4 5 3 8 2 . 4 0 3 6 1 . 9 1 6 3 

200 . 10 . 9 9 7 6 1 . 3 3 5 8 1 . 0 9 6 8 

200 . 1 5 . 7914 . 9 6 9 3 . 8 3 6 6 

200 . 2 5 . 5840 . 6 6 7 1 . 5 9 9 5 

300 . 0 5 1 . 1 7 9 1 1 . 6 9 9 9 1 . 3 6 6 5 
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Errors n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

Uniform(B) 300 .10 .8036 .9985 .8514 

300 .15 .6641 .7526 .6669 

300 .25 .4740 .5205 .4844 

•Desired confidence levels were set at 95 percent. 
•Uniform(A): To create the bootstrap population, the 
lower limit was set at 0 and the upper limit was the 
maximum value of each sample. 
•Uniform(B): To create the bootstrap population, the 
lower limit was set at 0 and the upper limit was set at 
two times the sample mean. 

•Each bootstrap confidence interval was based on 1,000 
bootstrap replications. 
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TABLE VII 

THE PRECISION STABILITY OF THE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 

Errors n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

Normal 50 .25 .1778 .3162 .2443 

100 .10 .2440 .5984 .3519 

100 .15 .1546 .2762 .2028 

100 .25 .0843 .1306 .0978 

200 .05 .2332 .7211 .3506 

200 .10 .1017 .1678 .1240 

200 .15 .0627 .0994 .0742 

200 .25 .0423 .0613 .0475 

300 .05 .1484 .2728 .2104 

300 .10 .0708 .1097 .0834 

300 .15 .0417 .0625 .0479 

300 .25 .0280 .0406 .0370 

Exponential 50 .25 .2660 1.1017 .8335 

100 .10 .3256 3.1352 1.9324 

100 .15 .2249 .7526 .5429 

100 .25 .1448 .2857 .2157 

200 .05 .3519 2.8935 2.0782 

200 .10 .1810 .4550 .3217 

200 .15 .1130 .2259 .1608 

200 .25 . 0732 .1036 .0932 

300 .05 .2225 .8825 . 6117 

300 .10 .1296 .2359 .1820 
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E r r o r s n P c l a s s i c a l B o n f e r r o n i b o o t s t r a p - t 

E x p o n e n t i a l 300 . 1 5 . 0 8 1 3 . 1292 . 1 0 3 5 

300 . 2 5 . 0496 . 0670 . 0 5 8 5 

U n i f o r m ( A ) 50 . 2 5 1 . 1 8 2 7 1 . 6 8 7 5 1 . 4 6 7 4 

100 . 10 1 . 4 4 2 4 2 . 4 0 1 2 2 . 0 9 7 0 

100 . 1 5 1 . 1 3 9 6 1 . 5 9 8 8 1 . 3 6 5 2 

100 . 2 5 . 8 3 8 5 1 . 0 3 9 7 . 9 0 9 0 

200 . 0 5 1 . 4 6 1 6 2 . 5 5 0 2 2 . 1 4 9 8 

200 . 10 . 9984 1 . 3 2 7 4 1 . 1 3 1 2 

200 . 1 5 .7822 . 9 5 6 5 . 8 3 9 3 

200 . 2 5 . 5818 . 6 6 1 7 . 6 0 5 5 

300 . 0 5 1 . 1 6 6 4 1 . 6 7 3 0 1 . 3 9 7 8 

300 .10 . 8056 . 9 9 1 6 . 8 7 0 8 

300 . 1 5 .6439 . 7539 . 6 7 4 6 

300 . 2 5 .4732 . 5 1 8 5 . 4 8 4 8 

U n i f o r m ( B ) 50 . 2 5 . 1 9 4 7 . 5029 . 4 2 5 4 

100 . 10 . 3 0 2 3 1 . 5 9 3 2 1 . 0 5 9 9 

100 . 1 5 .1742 . 4 5 3 6 . 2 6 4 2 

100 . 2 5 . 1 0 3 3 . 2 0 2 3 . 1 3 2 4 

200 . 0 5 . 2454 . 8 2 0 3 . 6519 

200 . 10 .1382 . 3054 . 1 9 3 3 

200 . 1 5 . 0 8 3 5 . 1 5 6 1 . 1 0 0 8 

200 . 2 5 . 0 4 8 5 . 0 8 2 7 . 0 5 7 1 

300 . 0 5 . 1 8 3 3 . 4 8 2 0 . 3 2 9 1 

300 .10 . 0 8 4 7 . 1 6 7 5 . 1039 
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Errors n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

Uniform(B) 300 .15 .0537 .0964 .0639 

300 .25 .0332 .0551 .0385 

•Desired confidence levels were set at 95 percent. 
•Uniform(A): To create the bootstrap population, the 
lower limit was set at 0 and the upper limit was the 
maximum value of each sample. 
•Uniform(B): To create the bootstrap population, the 
lower limit was set at 0 and the upper limit was set at 
two times the sample mean. 

•Each bootstrap confidence interval was based on 1,000 
bootstrap replications. 
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TABLE VIII 

THE LOWER LIMIT STABILITY OF THE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 

Errors n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

Normal 50 .25 25. 4548 21. ,2348 24. ,5708 

100 .10 11. 0634 9. ,2964 11. ,0826 

100 .15 14. 5921 13. ,0194 14. .7426 

100 .25 19. 2248 17. .7324 19. .7738 

200 .05 5. 5126 4, .7106 5. .5939 

200 .10 8. ,3996 7, .6508 8, .4568 

200 .15 10. ,4483 9 .6459 10 .4938 

200 .25 14. ,7361 13 .8109 14 .7507 

300 .05 4. ,7171 4 .1821 4 .7701 

300 .10 7. .5376 6 .9323 7 .5429 

300 .15 8. .4205 8 .0684 8 .5925 

300 .25 11. .9601 11 .4056 11 .9615 

Exponential 50 .25 24, .9437 18 .5327 27 .7890 

100 .10 10 .0378 7 .3248 11 .7995 

100 .15 15 .3069 11 .7733 16 .9927 

100 .25 22 .2289 17 .9378 23 .6934 

200 .05 5 .4846 3 .9941 6 .3073 

200 .10 9 .1721 7 .2444 10 .0224 

200 .15 12 .4531 10 .1723 13 .1848 

200 .25 17 .2876 14 .2168 17 .8506 

300 .05 4 .6877 3 .6497 5 .2989 

300 .10 8 .5280 6 .9834 9 .0398 
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Errors n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

Exponential 300 .15 10 .3308 8. 8079 11 .0326 

300 .25 15 .5717 13 .6911 15 .5949 

Uniform(A) 50 .25 27 .6106 22 .9096 39 .3842 

100 .10 10 .7134 9 .6919 15 .2969 

100 .15 14 .4298 13 .1092 19 .9544 

100 .25 21 .3088 18 .1781 29 .8115 

200 .05 5 .8349 5 .1393 8 .6335 

200 .10 9 .0684 8 .0911 12 .4422 

200 .15 11 .3277 10 .2663 15 .4262 

200 .25 16 .2545 14 .0198 22 .5375 

300 .05 5 .1281 4 .5506 7 .1498 

300 .10 8 .1093 7 .1394 10 .9754 

300 .15 10 .3710 9 .0322 14 .2685 

300 .25 13 .5855 11 .6381 18 .7743 

Uniform(B) 50 .25 25 .7887 22 .4639 25 .7839 

100 .10 11 .4856 10 .0903 11 .9170 

100 .15 15 .6362 13 .0736 15 .9950 

100 .25 21 .0874 18 .5573 21 .1578 

200 .05 5 .3882 4 .7195 5 .7361 

200 .10 9 .4959 8 .6720 9 .6540 

200 .15 11 .8543 10 .5696 11 .9590 

200 .25 15 .4912 13 .3169 15 .5082 

300 .05 5 .1107 4 .4913 5 .2792 

300 .10 8 .1074 7 .3734 8 .1714 
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Errors n P classical Bonferroni bootstrap-t 

300 .15 9.9560 8.6634 10.0570 

300 .25 14.1960 11.9496 14.2724 

•Desired confidence levels were set at 95 percent. 
•Uniform(A): To create the bootstrap population, the 
lower limit was set at 0 and the upper limit was the 
maximum value of each sample. 
•Uniform(B): To create the bootstrap population, the 
lower limit was set at 0 and the upper limit was set at 
two times the sample mean. 
•Each bootstrap confidence interval was based on 1,000 
bootstrap replications. 
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C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * c 

C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE MEAN C 
C USING THE CLASSICAL, THE BONFERRONI, AND THE BOOTSTRAP-T C 
C METHOD. THE POPULATIONS WERE GENERATED BASED ON C 
C NONSTANDARD DISTRIBUTIONS THAT MIX ZEROS AND NORMAL C 
C ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS. C 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 0 

PROGRAM NORMAL 
PARAMETER (MAXN=300, MAXTST=500, MAXNB=1000) 
REAL R (MAXN) 
REAL WIDTH1 (MAXTST) , WIDTH2 (MAXTST) , 
+ WIDTH3(MAXTST) 
REAL PRCN1(MAXTST), PRCN2(MAXTST), PRCN3(MAXTST) 
REAL ZLOW1(MAXTST), ZLOW2(MAXTST), ZLOW3(MAXTST) 
REAL ZUP1(MAXTST), ZUP2(MAXTST), ZUP3(MAXTST) 
REAL CDFBST(MAXNB), TST(MAXNB) 
EXTERNAL UMACH,RNSET,RNUN,RNNOR,SSCAL,SADD,BETIN, 
+ TIN,SVRGN 

C 

C 

DATA IZERO /0/ 

(2, NOUT) 

(ISEED) 

READ (*,*,END=999) NTESTS, N, P, XM, XSTD, NB 

'ZERO PLUS NORMAL' 

CALL UMACH 
ISEED = 0 
CALL RNSET 

WRITE (*,*) 
WRITE (*,*) 
WRITE (*, ' (IX,A,15) ' ) ' 
WRITE (*, ' (IX, A, F7 .2) ' ) 
WRITE (*, ' (IX, A, F7 .2) ' ) 
WRITE (*, ' (IX, A, F7 .2) ' ) 

NUMBER OF SAMPLE =' , N 
'PROB.OF NONZERO =', P 
'MEAN OF NONZERO =', XM 
'STD. OF NONZERO =', XSTD 

TMEAN = P * XM 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A,F8.3) ) 'MEAN =' TMEAN 

C 
C 
C 
C 

WRITE (*,*) 
WRITE (*, ' (2X, A, 3X, A, IX, A, 3X, A, 4X, A, 5X, A, 5X, A, 4X, A, 4X, 

+ 
+ A,4X,A)') 'ZERO','NONZERO','SPLMEAN','SPLSTD' 

'CLLOW','CLUP','BONLOW','BONUP','BOOTLOW' BOOTUP' 

LEFT1 = 0 
LEFT2 = 0 
LEFT3 = 0 
MIDI = 0 
MID2 = 0 
MID 3 = 0 
NRGHT1 = 0 
NRGHT2 = 0 
NRGHT3 = 0 
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C 
DO 3 I = 1, NTESTS 

C 
CALL RNUN (N, R) 
NR = 0 
DO 2 J = 1, N 

IF (R(J).LE.P) NR = NR + 1 
2 CONTINUE 

NL = N - NR 
C 

IF (NR.EQ.O) THEN 
WRITE (*,'(IX,A/)') 'ABORT: NR=0 ENCOUNTERED' 
GOTO 1 

ENDIF 
C 
C INITIAL SAMPLING FROM NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
C 

CALL RNDSMP (MAXN, XM, XSTD, NR, R) 
CALL MEAN (MAXN, N, NR, R, SM, YM) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXN, N, NL, NR, SM, R, SSTD) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXN, NR, IZERO, NR, YM, R, YSTD) 

C 
C CLASSICAL METHOD 
C 

CALL CLCNF (N, SM, SSTD, SLOW1, SUP1) 
CALL LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW1, SUP1, 

+ LEFT1, MIDI, NRGHT1, ZLOW1, ZUP1, WIDTH1, PRCN1) 
C 
C BONFERRONI METHOD 
C 

CALL BONCNF (MAXN, N, NR, YM, YSTD, R, SLOW2, SUP2) 
CALL LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW2, SUP2, 

+ LEFT2, MID2, NRGHT2, ZLOW2, ZUP2, WIDTH2, PRCN2) 
C 
C BOOTSTRAP METHOD 
C 

CALL BOTSMP (MAXN, R, N, NR, SM, YM, YSTD, MAXNB, 
+ NB, TST) 

CALL BTCNF (MAXNB, N, NB, TST, CDFBST, SM, SSTD, 
+ SLOW3, SUP3) 

CALL LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW3, SUP3, 
+ LEFT3, MID3, NRGHT3, ZLOW3, ZUP3, WIDTH3, PRCN3) 

C 
C WRITE (*,'(IX,15,2X,15,8(2X,F8.3))') 
C + NL,NR,SM,SSTD,SLOW1,SUP1,SLOW2,SUP2,SLOW3,SUP3 

3 CONTINUE 
C 
C « « < FINAL RESULTS » » > 
C 
C CLASSICAL METHOD RESULT 
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C 
WRITE (*,*) 'CLASSICAL METHOD' 
CALL GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT1,MIDI,NRGHT1,WIDTH1, 
+ PRCN1,ZLOW1,ZUP1) 

C 
C BONFERRONI METHOD RESULT 
C 

WRITE (*,*) 'BONFERRONI METHOD' 
CALL GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT2,MID2,NRGHT2,WIDTH2, 
+ PRCN2,ZLOW2,ZUP2) 

C 
C BOOTSTRAP METHOD RESULT 
C 

WRITE (*,*) 'BOOTSTRAP METHOD' 
CALL GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT3,MID3,NRGHT3,WIDTH3, 
+ PRCN3,ZLOW3,ZUP3) 

C 
WRITE (*,*) 
GOTO 1 

C 
999 STOP 

END 
SUBROUTINE RNDSMP (MAXN, XM, XSTD, NR, S) 
REAL S(MAXN) 

C 
C GENERATE RANDOM DATA FROM NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
C 

1 CALL RNNOR (NR, S) 
CALL SSCAL (NR, XSTD, S, 1) 
CALL SADD (NR, XM, S, 1) 

C 
C ERRORS TRUNCATED AT ZERO 
C 

1 = 1 
2 IF (I.LE.NR) THEN 

IF (S(I).LE.0.) GOTO 1 
1 = 1 + 1 
GOTO 2 

ENDIF 
C 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BOTSMP (MAXN,R,N,NR,SM,YM,YSTD,MAXNB,NB, 
+ TST) 
REAL R (MAXN) , TST (MAXNB) 

C 

C 
PP = FLOAT(NR) / N 

1 = 1 
1 IF (I.LE.NB) THEN 

CALL RNUN (N, R) 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

NNR = 0 
DO 2 J = 1, N 

IF (R(J).LE.PP) NNR = NNR + 1 
2 CONTINUE 

NNL = N - NNR 

IF (NNR.NE.O) THEN 
CALL RNDSMP (MAXN, YM, YSTD, NNR, R) 
CALL MEAN (MAXN, N, NNR, R, BTM, DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXN, N, NNL, NNR, BTM, R, BTMSTD) 
TST(I) = (BTM - SM) * SQRT(FLOAT(N)) / BTMSTD 
1 = 1 + 1 

ENDIF 
GOTO 1 

ENDIF 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE MEAN (NSIZE, N, N2, S, SM, SM2) 
REAL S(NSIZE) 

SUM = 0. 
DO 1 I = 1, N2 

SUM = SUM + S(I) 
1 CONTINUE 

SM = SUM / N 
SM2 = SUM / N2 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE STDDEV (NSIZE, N, Nl, N2, SM, S, SSTD) 
REAL S(NSIZE) 

DFSUM = Nl * SM * SM 

DO 1 I = 1, N2 
TMP = S(I) - SM 
DFSUM = DFSUM + TMP * TMP 

1 CONTINUE 

SSTD = SQRT (DFSUM /(N-l)) 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CLCNF (N, SM, SSTD, SLOW, SUP) 

C 
C CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE CLASSICAL METHOD 
C 

TMP = 1.96 * SSTD / SQRT(FLOAT(N)) 
SLOW = SM - TMP 
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SUP = SM + TMP 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BONCNF (MAXN, N, NR, YM, SSTD, S, SLOW, 
+ SUP) 
REAL S (MAXN) 

PIN = NR + 1. 
QIN = FLOAT(N - NR) 
PI = .9875 
PUP = BETIN (PI, PIN, QIN) 

PSN = FLOAT(NR) 
QSN = N - NR + 1. 
P2 = .0125 
PLOW = BETIN (P2, PSN, QSN) 

DF = NR - 1. 
PI = .9875 
P2 = .0125 
XUP = YM + TIN (PI, DF) * SSTD / SQRT (FLOAT(NR)) 
XLOW = YM + TIN (P2, DF) * SSTD / SQRT (FLOAT(NR)) 

SLOW = PLOW * XLOW 
SUP = PUP * XUP 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BTCNF (MAXNB,N,NB,TST,CDFBST,SM,SSTD,SLOW, 
+ SUP) 
REAL TST(MAXNB), CDFBST(MAXNB) 

CALL SVRGN (NB, TST, CDFBST) 
ALPHA1 = .975 
ALPHA2 = .025 
TMP = SSTD / SQRT(FLOAT(N)) 
SLOW = SM - TMP * CDFBST(NINT(ALPHA1*NB)) 
SUP = SM - TMP * CDFBST(NINT(ALPHA2*NB)) 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW, SUP, 
+ LEFT, MID, NRGHT, ZLOW, ZUP, WIDTH, PRCN) 
REAL ZLOW(MAXTST), ZUP(MAXTST), WIDTH(MAXTST), 
+ PRCN(MAXTST) 

IF (TMEAN.LT.SLOW) THEN 
LEFT = LEFT + 1 

ELSEIF (TMEAN.LE.SUP) THEN 
MID = MID + 1 
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ELSE 
NRGHT 

ENDIF 
= NRGHT + 1 

C 
C 

ZLOW(I) = SLOW 
ZUP(I) = SUP 
WIDTH(I) = SUP - SLOW 
PRCN(I) = WIDTH(I) / SM 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT,MID,NRGHT,WIDTH, 
+ PRCN,ZLOW,ZUP) 
REAL WIDTH(MAXTST), PRCN(MAXTST), ZLOW(MAXTST), 
+ ZUP (MAXTST) 

PLEFT = (100. * LEFT) / NTESTS 
PMID = (100. * MID) / NTESTS 
PRIGHT = (100. * NRGHT) / NTESTS 

CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, WIDTH, AVGWD, 
+ DUMMY) 
CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, PRCN, AVGPR, DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXTST, NTESTS, IZERO, NTESTS, AVGPR, 
+ PRCN, PRSTD) 
CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, ZLOW, AVGLOW, 
+ DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXTST, NTESTS, IZERO, NTESTS, AVGLOW, 
+ ZLOW, ZLSTD) 
CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, ZUP, AVGUP, DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXTST, NTESTS, IZERO, NTESTS, AVGUP, 
+ ZUP, ZUSTD) 

WRITE (*,*) 
WRITE (* '(7X,A,5X,A,7X,A)') 'U<LL','LL< =U<=UL','U>UL' 
WRITE (* '(3X,F8.3,6X, F8 .3,3X,F8.3)') PLEFT, PMID. 
+ PRIGHT 
WRITE (* 

(* 
* ) ' 

WRITE 
(* 
(* ' (IX, A, F10 .4) # \ 'RELIABILITY = I PMID 

WRITE (* ' (IX,A,F10.4) / \ 'AVG. WIDTH = f AVGWD 
WRITE (* ' (IX, A, F10 .4) 1 \ 'PRECISION 

§ AVGPR 
WRITE (* ' (IX, A, F10 .4) / \ 'ST. OF PREC.= / PRSTD 
WRITE (* ' (IX, A, F10 .4) / \ 'ST. OF LOWER= # ZLSTD 
WRITE (* '(IX,A,F10.4) / \ 'ST. OF UPPER= ZUSTD 
WRITE (* * ) ' 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PRNSMP 
REAL S(MAXN) 

(MAXN, NL, NR, S) 

PRINT RANDOM SAMPLE DATA 
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WRITE (*,*) ' RANDOM SAMPLE DATA 
DO 1 I = 1, NL 

WRITE (*,*) 0. 
1 CONTINUE 

DO 2 I = 1, NR 
WRITE (*,*) S(I) 

2 CONTINUE 
WRITE (*,*) ' 

RETURN 
END 
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C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 0 

C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE MEAN C 
C USING THE CLASSICAL, THE BONFERRONI, AND THE BOOTSTRAP-T C 
C METHOD. THE POPULATIONS WERE GENERATED BASED ON C 
C NONSTANDARD DISTRIBUTIONS THAT MIX ZEROS AND EXPONENTIAL C 
C ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS. C 
c**********************************************************c 

PROGRAM EXPTL 
PARAMETER (MAXN=300, MAXTST=500, MAXNB=1000) 
REAL R (MAXN) 
REAL WIDTH1 (MAXTST) , WIDTH2 (MAXTST) , 
+ WIDTH3(MAXTST) 
REAL PRCN1(MAXTST), PRCN2(MAXTST), PRCN3(MAXTST) 
REAL ZLOW1(MAXTST), ZLOW2(MAXTST), ZLOW3(MAXTST) 
REAL ZUP1(MAXTST), ZUP2(MAXTST), ZUP3(MAXTST) 
REAL CDFBST(MAXNB), TST(MAXNB) 
EXTERNAL UMACH,RNSET,RNUN,RNEXP,SSCAL,BETIN,CHUN, 
+ SVRGN 

DATA IZERO /0/ 

(2, NOUT) 

(ISEED) 

READ (*,*,END=999) NTESTS, N, P, THETA, NB 

'ZERO PLUS EXPONENTIAL' 

CALL UMACH 
ISEED = 0 
CALL RNSET 

WRITE ( * , *) 
WRITE ( * , *) 
WRITE ( * , ' ( 

WRITE ( * , ' ( 

WRITE ( * , ' ( 

TMEAN = P * 
WRITE ( * , ' ( 

WRITE ( * , *) 
WRITE ( * , ' ( 

+ A, 4X, A) ') 
+ 'CLLOW' # 

/ 

THETA 

'NUMBER OF SAMPLE 
) 'PROB.OF NONZERO 
) 'MEAN OF NONZERO 

) 'MEAN OF POP.-', 

ss ' 
— I 

N 
P 
THETA 

TMEAN 

'ZERO','NONZERO','SPLMEAN','SPLSTD', 
CLUP','BONLOW','BONUP','BOOTLOW','BOOTUP' 

LEFT1 : = 0 
LEFT2 = 0 
LEFT3 = 0 
MIDI = 0 
MID2 = 0 
MID3 = 0 
NRGHT1 = 0 
NRGHT2 = 0 
NRGHT3 = 0 

DO 3 I = 1 NTESTS 
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CALL RNUN (N, R) 
NR = 0 
DO 2 J = 1, N 

IF (R(J).LE.P) NR = NR + 1 
2 CONTINUE 

NL = N - NR 
C 

IF (NR.EQ.O) THEN 
WRITE (*,'(IX,A/)') 'ABORT: NR=0 ENCOUNTERED' 
GOTO 1 

ENDIF 
C 
C INITIAL SAMPLING FROM EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
C 

CALL RNDSMP (MAXN, THETA, NR, R) 
CALL MEAN (MAXN, N, NR, R, SM, YM) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXN, N, NL, NR, SM, R, SSTD) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXN, NR, IZERO, NR, YM, R, YSTD) 

C 
C CLASSICAL METHOD 
C 

CALL CLCNF (N, SM, SSTD, SLOW1, SUP1) 
CALL LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW1, SUP1, 

+ LEFT1, MIDI, NRGHT1, ZLOW1, ZUP1, WIDTH1, PRCN1) 
C 
C BONFERRONI METHOD 
C 

CALL BONCNF (MAXN, N, NR, YM, R, SLOW2, SUP2) 
CALL LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW2, SUP2, 

+ LEFT2, MID2, NRGHT2, ZLOW2, ZUP2, WIDTH2, PRCN2) 
C 
C BOOTSTRAP METHOD 
C 

CALL BOTSMP (MAXN, R, N, NR, SM, YM, MAXNB, NB, TST) 
CALL BTCNF (MAXNB, N, NB, TST, CDFBST, SM, SSTD, 

+ SLOW3, SUP3) 
CALL LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW3, SUP3, 

+ LEFT3, MID3, NRGHT3, ZLOW3, ZUP3, WIDTH3, PRCN3) 
C 

WRITE (*, '(IX,15,2X,15,8(2X,F8.3))') 
+ NL,NR,SM,SSTD,SLOW1,SUP1,SLOW2,SUP2,SLOW3,SUP3 

C 
3 CONTINUE 

C 
C <<<<< FINAL RESULTS >>>>> 
C 
C CLASSICAL METHOD RESULT 
C 

WRITE (*,*) 'CLASSICAL METHOD' 
CALL GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT1,MIDI,NRGHT1,WIDTH1, 
+ PRCN1,ZLOW1,ZUP1) 
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C 
C BONFERRONI METHOD RESULT 
C 

WRITE (*,*) 'BONFERRONI METHOD' 
CALL GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT2,MID2,NRGHT2,WIDTH2, 
+ PRCN2,ZLOW2,ZUP2) 

C 
C BOOTSTRAP METHOD RESULT 
C 

WRITE (*,*) 'BOOTSTRAP METHOD' 
CALL GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT3,MID3,NRGHT3,WIDTH3, 
+ PRCN3,ZLOW3,ZUP3) 

C 
WRITE (*,*) 
GOTO 1 

C 
999 STOP 

END 
SUBROUTINE RNDSMP (MAXN, THETA, NR, S) 
REAL S (MAXN) 

C 
C GENERATE RANDOM SAMPLE FROM EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
C 

CALL RNEXP (NR, S) 
CALL SSCAL (NR, THETA, S, 1) 

C 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BOTSMP (MAXN, R, N, NR, SM, YM, MAXNB, NB, 
+ TST) 
REAL R(MAXN), TST(MAXNB) 

C 

C 
PP = FLOAT(NR) / N 

1 = 1 

1 IF (I.LE.NB) THEN 
CALL RNUN (N, R) 
NNR = 0 
DO 2 J = 1, N 

IF (R(J).LE.PP) NNR = NNR + 1 
2 CONTINUE 

NNL = N - NNR 

IF (NNR.NE.0) THEN 
CALL RNDSMP (MAXN, YM, NNR, R) 
CALL MEAN (MAXN, N, NNR, R, BTM, DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXN, N, NNL, NNR, BTM, R, BTMSTD) 
TST(I) = (BTM - SM) * SQRT(FLOAT(N)) / BTMSTD 
1 = 1 + 1 

ENDIF 
GOTO 1 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

ENDIF 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE MEAN (NSIZE, N, N2, S, SM, SM2) 
REAL S(NSIZE) 

SUM = 0. 
DO 1 I = 1, N2 

SUM = SUM + S(I) 
1 CONTINUE 

SM = SUM / N 
SM2 = SUM / N2 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE STDDEV (NSIZE, N, Nl, N2, SM, S, SSTD) 
REAL S(NSIZE) 

DFSUM = Nl * SM * SM 

DO 1 I = 1, N2 
TMP = S(I) - SM 
DFSUM = DFSUM + TMP * TMP 

1 CONTINUE 

SSTD = SQRT (DFSUM /(N-l)) 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CLCNF (N, SM, SSTD, SLOW, SUP) 

C 
C CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE CLASSICAL METHOD 
C 

TMP = 1.96 * SSTD / SQRT(FLOAT(N)) 
SLOW = SM - TMP 
SUP = SM + TMP 

C 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BONCNF (MAXN, N, NR, YM, S, SLOW, SUP) 
REAL S (MAXN) 

C 
PIN = NR + 1. 
QIN = FLOAT(N - NR) 
PI = .9875 
PUP = BETIN (PI, PIN, QIN) 

C 
PSN = FLOAT(NR) 
QSN = N - NR + 1. 
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P2 = .0125 
PLOW = BETIN (P2, PSN, QSN) 

DF = 2. * NR 
XLOW = (2. * NR * YM) / CHUN (PI, DF) 
XUP = (2. * NR * YM) / CHUN (P2, DF) 

SLOW = PLOW * XLOW 
SUP = PUP * XUP 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BTCNF (MAXNB,N,NB,TST,CDFBST,SM,SSTD,SLOW, 
+ SUP) 
REAL TST(MAXNB), CDFBST(MAXNB) 

CALL SVRGN (NB, TST, CDFBST) 
ALPHA1 = .975 
ALPHA2 = .025 
TMP = SSTD / SQRT(FLOAT(N)) 
SLOW = SM - TMP * CDFBST(NINT(ALPHA1*NB)) 
SUP = SM - TMP * CDFBST(NINT(ALPHA2*NB)) 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW, SUP, 
+ LEFT, MID, NRGHT, ZLOW, ZUP, WIDTH, PRCN) 
REAL ZLOW(MAXTST), ZUP(MAXTST), WIDTH(MAXTST), 
+ PRCN(MAXTST) 

IF (TMEAN.LT.SLOW) THEN 
LEFT - LEFT + 1 

ELSEIF (TMEAN.LE.SUP) THEN 
MID = MID + 1 

ELSE 
NRGHT = NRGHT + 1 

ENDIF 

ZLOW(I) = SLOW 
ZUP(I) = SUP 
WIDTH(I) = SUP - SLOW 
PRCN(I) = WIDTH(I) / SM 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT,MID,NRGHT,WIDTH, 
+ PRCN,ZLOW,ZUP) 
REAL WIDTH (MAXTST) , PRCN(MAXTST), ZLOW(MAXTST), 
+ ZUP(MAXTST) 

PLEFT = (100. * LEFT) / NTESTS 
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PMID = (100. * MID) / NTESTS 
PRIGHT = (100. * NRGHT) / NTESTS 

CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, WIDTH, AVGWD, 
+ DUMMY) 
CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, PRCN, AVGPR, DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXTST, NTESTS, IZERO, NTESTS, AVGPR, 
+ PRCN, PRSTD) 
CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, ZLOW, AVGLOW, 
+ DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXTST, NTESTS, IZERO, NTESTS, AVGLOW, 
+ ZLOW, ZLSTD) 
CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, ZUP, AVGUP, DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXTST, NTESTS, IZERO, NTESTS, AVGUP, 
+ ZUP, ZUSTD) 

WRITE (*,*) 
WRITE (* ' (7X, A, 5X, A, 7X, A)') 'U<LL','LL< =U< :=UL' , ' U>UL' 
WRITE (* '(3X,F8.3,6X, F8 .3,3X,F8.3)') PLEFT, PMID, 
+ PRIGHT 
WRITE 
WRITE 

(* 
(* 

* ) / / WRITE 
WRITE 

(* 
(* ' (IX, A, F10 .4) t \ 'RELIABILITY = / PMID 

WRITE (* ' (IX, A, F10 .4) / \ 'AVG. WIDTH = / AVGWD 
WRITE (* ' (IX, A, F10 .4) / \ 'PRECISION / AVGPR 
WRITE (* ' (IX, A, F10 .4) / \ 'ST. OF PREC.= I PRSTD 
WRITE (* ' (IX, A, F10 .4) 1 \ 'ST. OF LOWER= t ZLSTD 
WRITE (* '(IX,A,F10.4) t \ 'ST. OF UPPER= / ZUSTD 
WRITE (* 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PRNSMP (MAXN, NL, NR, 
REAL S(MAXN) 

S) 

C PRINT RANDOM SAMPLE DATA 
C 

WRITE (*,*) ' 
DO 1 I = 1, NL 
WRITE (*,*) 0. 

1 CONTINUE 

RANDOM SAMPLE DATA 

DO 2 1 = 1 , NR 
WRITE (*,*) S(I) 

CONTINUE 
WRITE (*,*) ' 

RETURN 
END 
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c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * £ 

C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE MEAN C 
C USING THE CLASSICAL, THE BONFERRONI, AND THE BOOTSTRAP-T C 
C METHOD. THE POPULATIONS WERE GENERATED BASED ON C 
C NONSTANDARD DISTRIBUTIONS THAT MIX ZEROS AND UNIFORM C 
C ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS. TO CREATE THE BOOTSTRAP POPULATION,C 
C THE LOWER LIMIT WAS SET AT ZERO AND THE UPPER LIMIT WAS C 
C THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF EACH SAMPLE. C 
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * C 

PROGRAM UNIFM 
PARAMETER (MAXN=300, MAXTST=500, MAXNB=1000) 
REAL R(MAXN) 
REAL WIDTH1(MAXTST), WIDTH2(MAXTST), 
+ WIDTH3(MAXTST) 
REAL PRCN1(MAXTST), PRCN2(MAXTST), PRCN3(MAXTST) 
REAL ZLOW1(MAXTST), ZLOW2(MAXTST), ZLOW3(MAXTST) 
REAL ZUP1(MAXTST), ZUP2(MAXTST), ZUP3(MAXTST) 
REAL CDFBST(MAXNB), TST(MAXNB) 
EXTERNAL UMACH,RNSET,RNUN,SSCAL,SADD,BETIN,ISMAX, 
+ ISMIN,SVRGN 

C 
DATA IZERO /0/ 

C 
CALL UMACH (2, NOUT) 
ISEED = 0 
CALL RNSET (ISEED) 

C 
1 READ (*,*,END=999) NTESTS, N, P, A, B, NB 

C 
WRITE (*,*) 'ZERO PLUS UNIFORM' 
WRITE (*,*) 
WRITE (*,'(IX,A,15)') 'NUMBER OF SAMPLE =', N 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A,F7.2)') 'PROB.OF NONZERO =', P 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A,F7.2)') 'MEAN OF NONZERO =', (A+B)/2. 
WRITE (*,'(IX,A,2(1X,F7.2))') 'INT. OF NONZERO =', A, 
+ B 
TMEAN = P * (A+B)/2. 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A,F8.3)') 'MEAN OF POP.=', TMEAN 
WRITE (*,*) '========================================' 
WRITE (*,'(2X,A,3X,A,1X,A,3X,A,4X,A,5X,A,5X,A,4X,A,4X, 
+ A,4X,A)') 'ZERO','NONZERO','SPLMEAN','SPLSTD', 
+ 'CLLOW','CLUP','BONLOW','BONUP','BOOTLOW','BOOTUP' 

LEFT1 = 0 
LEFT2 = 0 
LEFT3 = 0 
MIDI = 0 
MID2 = 0 
MID3 = 0 
NRGHT1 = 0 
NRGHT2 = 0 
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NRGHT3 = 0 
C 

DO 3 I = 1, NTESTS 
C 

CALL RNUN (N, R) 
NR = 0 
DO 2 J = 1, N 

IF (R(J).LE.P) NR = NR + 1 
2 CONTINUE 

NL = N - NR 
C 

IF (NR.EQ.O) THEN 
WRITE (*,'(IX,A/)') 'ABORT: NR=0 ENCOUNTERED' 
GOTO 1 

ENDIF 
C 
C INITIAL SAMPLING FROM UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION 
C 

CALL RNDSMP (MAXN, A, B, NR, R) 
CALL MEAN (MAXN, N, NR, R, SM, YM) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXN, N, NL, NR, SM, R, SSTD) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXN, NR, IZERO, NR, YM, R, YSTD) 

C 
C CLASSICAL METHOD 
C 

CALL CLCNF (N, SM, SSTD, SLOW1, SUP1) 
CALL LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW1, SUP1, 

+ LEFT1, MIDI, NRGHT1, ZLOW1, ZUP1, WIDTH1, PRCN1) 
C 
C BONFERRONI METHOD 
C 

CALL BONCNF (MAXN, N, NR, R, SLOW2, SUP2) 
CALL LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW2, SUP2, 

+ LEFT2, MID2, NRGHT2, ZLOW2, ZUP2, WIDTH2, PRCN2) 
C 
C BOOTSTRAP METHOD 
C 

CALL BOTSMP (MAXN, R, N, NR, SM, MAXNB, NB, TST) 
CALL BTCNF (MAXNB, N, NB, TST, CDFBST, SM, SSTD, 

+ SLOW3, SUP3) 
CALL LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW3, SUP3, 

+ LEFT3, MID3, NRGHT3, ZLOW3, ZUP3, WIDTH3, PRCN3) 
C 

WRITE (*,'(IX,15,2X,15,8(2X,F8.3))') 
+ NL,NR,SM,SSTD,SLOW1,SUP1,SLOW2,SUP2,SLOW3,SUP3 

C 
3 CONTINUE 

C 
C < « « FINAL RESULTS » » > 
C 
C CLASSICAL METHOD RESULT 
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C 
WRITE (*,*) 'CLASSICAL METHOD' 
CALL GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT1,MIDI,NRGHT1,WIDTH1, 
+ PRCN1,ZLOW1,ZUP1) 

C 
C BONFERRONI METHOD RESULT 
C 

WRITE (*,*) 'BONFERRONI METHOD' 
CALL GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT2,MID2,NRGHT2,WIDTH2, 
+ PRCN2,ZLOW2,ZUP2) 

C 
C BOOTSTRAP METHOD RESULT 
C 

WRITE (*,*) 'BOOTSTRAP METHOD' 
CALL GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT3,MID3,NRGHT3,WIDTH3, 
+ PRCN3,ZLOW3,ZUP3) 

C 
WRITE (*,*) 
GOTO 1 

C 
999 STOP 

END 
SUBROUTINE RNDSMP (MAXN, A, B, NR, S) 
REAL S(MAXN) 

C 
C GENERATE RANDOM SAMPLE FROM UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION 
C 

CALL RNUN (NR, S) 
CALL SSCAL (NR, B-A, S, 1) 
CALL SADD (NR, A, S, 1) 

C 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BOTSMP (MAXN, R, N, NR, SM, MAXNB, NB, TST) 
REAL R(MAXN), TST(MAXNB) 

C 
AA = R(ISMIN (NR, R, 1)) 
BB = R (ISMAX (NR, R, 1) ) 
PP = FLOAT(NR) / N 

C 
1 = 1 

1 IF (I.LE.NB) THEN 
CALL RNUN (N, R) 
NNR = 0 
DO 2 J = 1, N 

IF (R(J).LE.PP) NNR = NNR + 1 
2 CONTINUE 

NNL = N - NNR 
C 

IF (NNR.NE.O) THEN 
CALL RNDSMP (MAXN, AA, BB, NNR, R) 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

CALL MEAN (MAXN, N, NNR, R, BTM, DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXN, N, NNL, NNR, BTM, R, BTMSTD) 
TST(I) = (BTM - SM) * SQRT(FLOAT(N)) / BTMSTD 
1 = 1 + 1 

ENDIF 
GOTO 1 

ENDIF 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE MEAN (NSIZE, N, N2, S, SM, SM2) 
REAL S(NSIZE) 

SUM = 0. 
DO 1 I = 1, N2 

SUM = SUM + S(I) 
1 CONTINUE 

SM = SUM / N 
SM2 = SUM / N2 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE STDDEV (NSIZE, N, Nl, N2, SM, S, SSTD) 
REAL S(NSIZE) 

DFSUM = Nl * SM * SM 

DO 1 I = 1, N2 
TMP = S(I) - SM 
DFSUM = DFSUM + TMP * TMP 

1 CONTINUE 

SSTD = SQRT (DFSUM /(N-l)) 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CLCNF (N, SM, SSTD, SLOW, SUP) 

C 
C CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE CLASSICAL METHOD 
C 

TMP = 1.96 * SSTD / SQRT(FLOAT(N)) 
SLOW = SM - TMP 
SUP = SM + TMP 

C 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BONCNF (MAXN, N, NR, S, SLOW, SUP) 
REAL S (MAXN) 

C 
PIN = NR + 1. 
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C 

C 

QIN = FLOAT(N - NR) 
PI = .9875 
PUP = BETIN (PI, PIN, QIN) 

PSN = FLOAT(NR) 
QSN = N - NR + 1. 
P2 = .0125 
PLOW = BETIN (P2, PSN, QSN) 

XLOW = S(ISMAX(NR, S, l))/2. 
XUP = XLOW * (.025 ** (-1./NR)) 

SLOW = PLOW * XLOW 
SUP = PUP * XUP 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BTCNF (MAXNB,N,NB,TST,CDFBST,SM,SSTD,SLOW, 
+ SUP) 
REAL TST(MAXNB), CDFBST(MAXNB) 

CALL SVRGN (NB, TST, CDFBST) 
ALPHA1 = .975 
ALPHA2 = .025 
TMP = SSTD / SQRT(FLOAT(N)) 
SLOW = SM - TMP * CDFBST(NINT(ALPHA1*NB)) 
SUP = SM - TMP * CDFBST(NINT(ALPHA2*NB)) 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW, SUP, 
+ LEFT, MID, NRGHT, ZLOW, ZUP, WIDTH, PRCN) 
REAL ZLOW (MAXTST) , ZUP (MAXTST) , WIDTH (MAXTST) , 
+ PRCN(MAXTST) 

IF (TMEAN.LT.SLOW) THEN 
LEFT = LEFT + 1 

ELSEIF (TMEAN.LE.SUP) THEN 
MID = MID + 1 

ELSE 
NRGHT = NRGHT + 1 

ENDIF 

ZLOW(I) = SLOW 
ZUP(I) = SUP 
WIDTH(I) = SUP - SLOW 
PRCN(I) = WIDTH(I) / SM 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT,MID,NRGHT,WIDTH, 
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+ PRCN,ZLOW,ZUP) 
REAL WIDTH(MAXTST) 
+ ZUP(MAXTST) 

PRCN(MAXTST), ZLOW(MAXTST) 

PLEFT = (100. * LEFT) / NTESTS 
PMID = (100. * MID) / NTESTS 
PRIGHT = (100. * NRGHT) / NTESTS 

CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, WIDTH, AVGWD, 
+ DUMMY) 
CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, PRCN, AVGPR, DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXTST, NTESTS, IZERO, NTESTS, AVGPR, 
+ PRCN, PRSTD) 
CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, ZLOW, AVGLOW, 
+ DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXTST, NTESTS, IZERO, NTESTS, AVGLOW, 
+ ZLOW, ZLSTD) 
CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, ZUP, AVGUP, DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXTST, NTESTS, IZERO, NTESTS, AVGUP, 
+ ZUP, ZUSTD) 

WRITE (* 
WRITE (* 
WRITE (* 
+ PRIGHT 

') ' = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = ' 

(7X,A,5X,A,7X,A)') 'U<LL','LL<=U<=UL','U>UL' 
(3X,F8.3,6X,F8.3,3X,F8.3)') PLEFT, PMID, 

WRITE (* ' (IX, A, F10 .4) ') 'RELIABILITY = ', PMID 
WRITE (* '(IX,A,F10 .4) ') 'AVG. WIDTH = ', AVGWD 
WRITE (* '(IX,A,F10 • 4) ' ) 'PRECISION ', AVGPR 
WRITE (* '(IX,A,F10 .4) ') 'ST. OF PREC.= ', PRSTD 
WRITE (* '(IX,A,F10 .4) ' ) 'ST. OF LOWER= ', ZLSTD 
WRITE (* '(IX,A,F10 • 4) ') 'ST. OF UPPER= ', ZUSTD 
WRITE (* 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PRNSMP 
REAL S(MAXN) 

(MAXN, NL, NR, S) 

C PRINT RANDOM SAMPLE DATA 
C 

WRITE (* , *) ' RANDOM SAMPLE DATA ' 
DO 1 I = 1, NL 
WRITE (*,*) 0. 

1 CONTINUE 
DO 2 1 = 1 , NR 
WRITE (*,*) S(I) 

2 CONTINUE 
WRITE (*,*) ' ' 

RETURN 
END 
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C**********************************************************£ 
C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE MEAN C 
C USING THE CLASSICAL, THE BONFERRONI, AND THE BOOTSTRAP-T C 
C METHOD. THE POPULATIONS WERE GENERATED BASED ON C 
C NONSTANDARD DISTRIBUTIONS THAT MIX ZEROS AND UNIFORM C 
C ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS. TO CREATE THE BOOTSTRAP POPULATION,C 
C THE LOWER LIMIT WAS SET AT ZERO AND THE UPPER LIMIT WAS C 
C SET AT TWO TIMES THE SAMPLE MEAN. C 

PROGRAM NEWUNI 
PARAMETER (MAXN=300, MAXTST=500, MAXNB=1000) 
REAL R (MAXN) 
REAL WIDTH1(MAXTST), WIDTH2(MAXTST), 
+ WIDTH3(MAXTST) 
REAL PRCN1(MAXTST), PRCN2(MAXTST), PRCN3(MAXTST) 
REAL ZLOW1(MAXTST), ZLOW2(MAXTST), ZLOW3(MAXTST) 
REAL ZUP1(MAXTST), ZUP2(MAXTST), ZUP3(MAXTST) 
REAL CDFBST(MAXNB), TST(MAXNB) 
EXTERNAL UMACH,RNSET,RNUN,SSCAL,SADD,BETIN,ISMAX, 
+ ISMIN,SVRGN 

C 
DATA IZERO /0/ 

C 
CALL UMACH (2, NOUT) 
ISEED = 0 
CALL RNSET (ISEED) 

C 
1 READ (*,*,END=999) NTESTS, N, P, A, B, NB 

C 
WRITE (*,*) 
WRITE (*,'(IX,A,15)') 'NUMBER OF SAMPLE =', N 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A,F7.2)') 'PROB.OF NONZERO =', P 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A,F7.2)') 'MEAN OF NONZERO =', (A+B)/2. 
WRITE (*,'(IX,A,2(1X,F7.2))') 'INT. OF NONZERO =', A, 
+ B 
TMEAN = P * (A+B)/2. 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A,F8.3)') 'MEAN OF POP.=', TMEAN 

C 
WRITE (*,*) '========================================' 
WRITE (*,'(2X,A,3X,A,IX,A,3X,A,4X,A,5X,A,5X,A,4X,A,4X, 
+ A,4X,A)') 'ZERO','NONZERO','SPLMEAN','SPLSTD', 
+ 'CLLOW','CLUP','BONLOW','BONUP','BOOTLOW','BOOTUP' 

LEFT1 = 0 
LEFT2 = 0 
LEFT3 = 0 
MIDI = 0 
MID2 = 0 
MID3 = 0 
NRGHT1 = 0 
NRGHT2 = 0 
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NRGHT3 = 0 
C 

DO 3 I = 1, NTESTS 
C 

CALL RNUN (N, R) 
NR = 0 
DO 2 J = 1, N 

IF (R(J).LE.P) NR = NR + 1 
2 CONTINUE 

NL = N - NR 
C 

IF (NR.EQ.O) THEN 
WRITE (*,'(IX,A/)') 'ABORT: NR=0 ENCOUNTERED' 
GOTO 1 

ENDIF 
C 
C INITIAL SAMPLING FROM UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION 
C 

CALL RNDSMP (MAXN, A, B, NR, R) 
CALL MEAN (MAXN, N, NR, R, SM, YM) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXN, N, NL, NR, SM, R, SSTD) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXN, NR, IZERO, NR, YM, R, YSTD) 

C 
C CLASSICAL METHOD 
C 

CALL CLCNF (N, SM, SSTD, SLOW1, SUP1) 
CALL LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW1, SUP1, 

+ LEFT1, MIDI, NRGHT1, ZLOW1, ZUP1, WIDTH1, PRCN1) 
C 
C BONFERRONI METHOD 
C 

CALL BONCNF (MAXN, N, NR, R, SLOW2, SUP2) 
CALL LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW2, SUP2, 

+ LEFT2, MID2, NRGHT2, ZLOW2, ZUP2, WIDTH2, PRCN2) 
C 
C BOOTSTRAP METHOD 
C 

CALL BOTSMP (MAXN, R, N, NR, SM, YM, MAXNB, NB, TST) 
CALL BTCNF (MAXNB, N, NB, TST, CDFBST, SM, SSTD, 

+ SLOW3, SUP3) 
CALL LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW3, SUP3, 

+ LEFT3, MID3, NRGHT3, ZLOW3, ZUP3, WIDTH3, PRCN3) 
C 

WRITE (*,'(IX,15,2X,15,8(2X,F8.3))') 
+ NL,NR,SM,SSTD,SLOW1,SUP1,SLOW2,SUP2,SLOW3,SUP3 

C 
3 CONTINUE 

C 
C «<<< FINAL RESULTS >>>>> 
C 
C CLASSICAL METHOD RESULT 
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c 
WRITE (*,*) 'CLASSICAL METHOD' 
CALL GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT1,MIDIf NRGHT1,WIDTH1, 
+ PRCN1,ZLOW1,ZUP1) 

C 
C BONFERRONI METHOD RESULT 
C 

WRITE (*,*) 'BONFERRONI METHOD' 
CALL GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT2,MID2,NRGHT2,WIDTH2, 
+ PRCN2,ZLOW2,ZUP2) 

C 
C BOOTSTRAP METHOD RESULT 
C 

WRITE (*,*) 'BOOTSTRAP METHOD' 
CALL GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT3,MID3,NRGHT3,WIDTH3, 
+ PRCN3,ZLOW3,ZUP3) 

C 
WRITE (*,*) 
GOTO 1 

C 
999 STOP 

END 
SUBROUTINE RNDSMP (MAXN, A, B, NR, S) 
REAL S(MAXN) 

C 
C GENERATE RANDOM SAMPLE FROM UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION 
C 

CALL RNUN (NR, S) 
CALL SSCAL (NR, B-A, S, 1) 
CALL SADD (NR, A, S, 1) 

C 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BOTSMP (MAXN, R, N, NR, SM, YM, MAXNB, NB, 
+ TST) 
REAL R (MAXN) , TST (MAXNB) 

C 

C 

BB = 2.*YM 
PP = FLOAT(NR) / N 

1 = 1 

1 IF (I.LE.NB) THEN 
CALL RNUN (N, R) 
NNR = 0 
DO 2 J = 1, N 

IF (R(J).LE.PP) NNR = NNR + 1 
2 CONTINUE 

NNL = N - NNR 

IF (NNR.NE.O) THEN 
CALL RNDSMP (MAXN, A, BB, NNR, R) 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

CALL MEAN (MAXN, N, NNR, R, BTM, DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXN, N, NNL, NNR, BTM, R, BTMSTD) 
TST(I) = (BTM - SM) * SQRT(FLOAT(N)) / BTMSTD 
1 = 1 + 1 

ENDIF 
GOTO 1 

ENDIF 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE MEAN (NSIZE, N, N2, S, SM, SM2) 
REAL S(NSIZE) 

SUM = 0. 
DO 1 I = 1, N2 

SUM = SUM + S(I) 
1 CONTINUE 

SM = SUM / N 
SM2 = SUM / N2 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE STDDEV (NSIZE, N, Nl, N2, SM, S, SSTD) 
REAL S(NSIZE) 

DFSUM = Nl * SM * SM 

DO 1 I = 1, N2 
TMP = S(I) - SM 
DFSUM = DFSUM + TMP * TMP 

1 CONTINUE 

SSTD = SQRT (DFSUM /(N-l)) 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CLCNF (N, SM, SSTD, SLOW, SUP) 

C 
C CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE CLASSICAL METHOD 
C 

TMP « 1.96 * SSTD / SQRT(FLOAT(N)) 
SLOW = SM - TMP 
SUP = SM + TMP 

C 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BONCNF (MAXN, N, NR, S, SLOW, SUP) 
REAL S(MAXN) 

C 
PIN = NR + 1. 
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QIN = FLOAT(N - NR) 
PI = .9875 
PUP = BETIN (PI, PIN, QIN) 

PSN = FLOAT(NR) 
QSN = N - NR + 1. 
P2 = .0125 
PLOW = BETIN (P2, PSN, QSN) 

XLOW = S(ISMAX(NR, S, l))/2. 
XUP = XLOW * (.025 ** (-1./NR)) 

SLOW = PLOW * XLOW 
SUP = PUP * XUP 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BTCNF (MAXNB,N,NB,TST,CDFBST,SM,SSTD,SLOW, 
+ SUP) 
REAL TST(MAXNB), CDFBST(MAXNB) 

CALL SVRGN (NB, TST, CDFBST) 
ALPHA1 = .975 
ALPHA2 = .025 
TMP = SSTD / SQRT(FLOAT(N)) 
SLOW = SM - TMP * CDFBST(NINT(ALPHA1*NB)) 
SUP = SM - TMP * CDFBST(NINT(ALPHA2*NB)) 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE LSTAT (MAXTST, I, TMEAN, SM, SLOW, SUP, 
+ LEFT, MID, NRGHT, ZLOW, ZUP, WIDTH, PRCN) 
REAL ZLOW(MAXTST), ZUP(MAXTST), WIDTH(MAXTST), 
+ PRCN(MAXTST) 

IF (TMEAN.LT.SLOW) THEN 
LEFT = LEFT + 1 

ELSEIF (TMEAN.LE.SUP) THEN 
MID = MID + 1 

ELSE 
NRGHT = NRGHT + 1 

ENDIF 

ZLOW(I) = SLOW 
ZUP(I) = SUP 
WIDTH(I) = SUP - SLOW 
PRCN(I) = WIDTH(I) / SM 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE GSTAT (MAXTST,NTESTS,LEFT,MID,NRGHT,WIDTH, 
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C 
C 
C 

+ PRCN,ZLOW, ZUP) 
REAL WIDTH(MAXTST) 
+ ZUP(MAXTST) 

PRCN(MAXTST), ZLOW(MAXTST) 

PLEFT = (100. * LEFT) / NTESTS 
PMID = (100. * MID) / NTESTS 
PRIGHT = (100. * NRGHT) / NTESTS 

CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, WIDTH, AVGWD, 
+ DUMMY) 
CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, PRCN, AVGPR, DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXTST, NTESTS, IZERO, NTESTS, AVGPR, 
+ PRCN, PRSTD) 
CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, ZLOW, AVGLOW, 
+ DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXTST, NTESTS, IZERO, NTESTS, AVGLOW, 
+ ZLOW, ZLSTD) 
CALL MEAN (MAXTST, NTESTS, NTESTS, ZUP, AVGUP, DUMMY) 
CALL STDDEV (MAXTST, NTESTS, IZERO, NTESTS, AVGUP, 
+ ZUP, ZUSTD) 

(* 
(* 
(* 
(* 
(* 
(* 
(* 

*) WRITE (* 
WRITE (* 
WRITE (* 
+ PRIGHT 
WRITE (* 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PRNSMP 
REAL S(MAXN) 

(7X,A,5X,A,7X,A)') 'U<LL','LL<=U<=UL','U>UL' 
(3X,F8.3,6X,F8.3,3X,F8.3)') PLEFT, PMID, 

*) '========== 

' (IX,A,F10.4) ' 
'(IX,A,F10.4)' 
' (IX, A, F10 .4) ' 
' (IX,A,F10.4) ' 
'(IX,A,F10.4)' 
' (IX, A, F10 .4) ' 
* ) ' = = = = = = = = = = 

'RELIABILITY = 
'AVG. WIDTH = 
'PRECISION 
'ST. OF PREC.= 
'ST. OF LOWER= 
'ST. OF UPPER= 

PMID 
AVGWD 
AVGPR 
PRSTD 
ZLSTD 
ZUSTD 

(MAXN, NL, NR, S) 

PRINT RANDOM SAMPLE DATA 

WRITE (*,*) ' RANDOM SAMPLE DATA 
DO 1 I = 1, NL 

WRITE (*,*) 0. 
1 CONTINUE 
DO 2 I = 1, NR 
WRITE (*,*) S(I) 

2 CONTINUE 
WRITE (*, *) ' 

RETURN 
END 
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